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From the President    Nicholas Hartmann

The linguist’s fantasy (adjust

for gender as you please): It is a

snowy evening in mid-February, but

the room is warm and firelit. She

refills the glasses, turns down the

music, undoes a couple more buttons,

and comes over to sit very, very close,

murmuring in her irresistible dark-

velvet voice: “Now, tell me more

about the German nomenclature of

those fascinating amine-substituted

polydialkylsiloxanes. Grrraaoow.”

This seldom really happens,

although certain aspects of language

itself are undeniably sexy. Love

poetry and sultry song lyrics, from

Catullus to Barry White, have boosted

the birth rate for millennia, and the art

of seduction is largely a verbal one.

An expert and sensitive translation

will convey all the impact of an erotic

original, and thereby answer the title

question with a passionate Yes.

Numerous dictionaries also tell us that

in addition to its carnal connotation,

in modern usage the word “sexy” has

the general meaning of “attractive,”

“interesting,” or “appealing,” and we,

as translators and interpreters, would

not be pursuing our profession so

ardently if we did not believe that

such adjectives accurately describe it.

The true sexiness of translation and

interpreting, however, resides at a

deeper level than the process and its

result. Communication and connec-

tion are at the heart of what we do,

and while the links that we forge in

our work are usually intellectual and

intangible rather than physical, they

are no less vital and fulfilling. ATA

defines itself in its bylaws as an

organization dedicated to connection,

stating its objectives with phrases like

“communication and dissemination of

knowledge,” “provide a medium for

cooperation,” and “promote profes-

sional and social relations among its

members.” Many of the Association’s

activities and programs have indeed

been developed as ways for members

to communicate with each other: the

Annual Conference allows literally

thousands of interpreters and transla-

tors to gather at a single location to

exchange information and reinforce

professional and social bonds; this 

magazine is distributed every month

to even more thousands of readers

who benefit collectively from its con-

tent; and the principal purpose of

ATA’s many divisions is to give like-

minded practitioners an opportunity to

connect even more closely. ATA brings

together the people who bring people

together.

Human beings have always wanted

to interact with one another, and for

thousands of years translators and

interpreters have practiced their

unique craft in the service of that

desire. So while translation itself may

not rank among the primal urges, it

often plays an essential role in ful-

filling at least one of them, by helping

people to perceive each other as

attractive, interesting, and appealing.

As to whether translators and inter-

preters themselves are sexy, only we

(and our significant others) can deter-

mine that. Happy Valentine’s Day!

Is Translation Sexy?
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ATA brings together the people who bring 
people together.

Center for International Disaster 
Information Registration Database
www.usaid.gov/helphaiti/cidi_offers.html

Translation Without Borders
www.tsf-twb.org

USAID Responds to Haiti Earthquake
www.usaid.gov/helphaiti

U.S. Department of State: Response to
Haitian Earthquake
www.state.gov/p/wha/ci/ha/
earthquake/index.htm

White House: Haitian Earthquake Relief
www.whitehouse.gov/HaitiEarthquake



Remembrance: ATA Past

Presidents Josephine Thornton and

Thomas Wilds died recently. Jo,

ATA’s first female president, served

from 1977 to 1979. (Please see page

11 for more on Jo’s life.) Thomas

served from 1971 to 1973. (More on

his life will be published in a future

edition.) We are thankful for their

service to ATA, and our thoughts go

out to their families.

Welcome: Jeanene Harris joins ATA’s

Headquarters staff as the public rela-

tions and marketing manager. In this

newly created position, Jeanene will

support the efforts of ATA’s Public

Relations Committee to promote the

Association and the profession. She will

also be responsible for marketing adver-

tising for The ATA Chronicle and ATA

Annual Conference programs, exhibit

space, and sponsorships.

Prior to joining ATA, Jeanene was a

media affairs specialist for the Society

for Human Resource Management and

a public affairs specialist for the

American Statistical Association. She is

currently pursuing a master’s degree in

strategic public relations from The

George Washington University. 

Honors: ATA’s 50th anniversary com-

memorative publication, American
Translators Association 1959-2009: A
Professional Journey, was named a silver

winner in the Association TRENDS’
2009 All-Media Contest. The book was

one of more than 425 entries in 26 cate-

gories of association publications.

Special thanks and praise to Mary

David, ATA member services and

project development manager, who

oversaw this year-long project.

Thanks also to The ATA Chronicle
Editor Jeff Sanfacon, an award-win-

ning photographer, for his assistance,

particularly with the photo selection.

Of course, there would not have been

a publication without the input of sev-

eral long-time ATA members: Alison

Bertsche, Bernard Bierman, Celia

Bohannon, Gabe Bokor, Nicholas

Hartmann, Fouad Kheir, Peter

Krawutschke, Ann Macfarlane,

Patricia Newman, Jiri Stejskal, and

Ben Teague. Thank you to them and

to the other ATA members who pro-

vided photographs and background

material.

The TRENDS All-Media Contest

is an annual competition held exclu-

sively for associations. Awards are

given in recognition of the most

creative and effective communica-

tion vehicles developed in the

industry for the prior year. 

Mark Your Calendar: Two note-

worthy division events are coming up.

ATA’s Spanish Division 6th Mid-Year

Conference is set for March 4-6, 2010,

at the Manchester Grand Hyatt in 

San Diego, California. For more infor-

mation and to register, please visit

www.atanet.org/divisions/SPD_regis

tration.php. ATA’s Translation Company

Division 11th Mid-Year Conference is

set for March 18-20, 2010, at the

Fairmont Hotel in Scottsdale, Arizona.

For more information and to register,

please visit www.ata-tcd.com.

Membership: Thank you for

renewing your ATA membership. If

you have not renewed, please do so at

www.atanet.org/membership/renew.

php. If you have any questions about

your member benefits, please contact

Maggie Rowe, member services man-

ager, at Maggie@atanet.org or at 

+1-703-683-6100, ext. 3001.

Remembrance, Welcome, Honors, and More

Walter@atanet.org

From the Executive Director    Walter Bacak, CAE

ATA’s 50th anniversary commemorative publication,
American Translators Association 1959-2009: A

Professional Journey, was named a silver winner in the
Association TRENDS’ 2009 All-Media Contest. 
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New Headquarters staff member: Jeanene Harris 

ATA’s 51st Annual Conference 
Denver, Colorado 

October 27-30, 2010
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The Age of the Internet has

created unprecedented opportunities

for the translation industry. In fact, it

has led to the development of a whole

range of services and resources that

directly benefit both translation com-

panies and independent contractors.

From online dictionaries and glos-

saries to job boards, networking sites,

and online payment systems, the

Internet has revolutionized the trans-

lation industry as we know it. 

The translation companies and con-

tractors of the Pre-Internet Age relied

on their experience and their profes-

sional relationships more than any-

thing, and this still holds true. But to

compete in today’s business environ-

ment, companies and contractors also

must take full advantage of the Internet.

Connectivity, flexibility, and visibility

are Internet-driven, and no one in our

industry can afford to ignore this. 

But for all the wide vistas that the

Internet has opened for the industry, it

is also leading us in the direction of

gathering storms. I am referring to

algorithm-based, online input systems

that continuously “learn” from their

users. Take the all-powerful Google

for example. On any given day

Google translates millions of non-

English websites for free, and contin-

uously adapts to its users.   

It does not matter that machine

translations are not even comparable

to human translations. What matters is

that these machine products are get-

ting better and better, and people are

starting to notice. If there is one dark

cloud on the horizon for the online

translation and localization industry it

is called Google Language Tools.

Case in point: the State of Nebraska

website, which includes a “lan-

guages” section on its navigation bar.

If you click on this section you see the

following disclaimer: 

Translation services are provided via

Google Language Tools, and are

provided “as is”. No warranty of any

kind either expressed or implied, is

made as to the accuracy, correctness,

or reliability of these translations.

Some pages may not be accurately

translated due to the limitation of

Google’s translation software.1

Then, in an unprecedented display

of cultural awareness, the State of

Nebraska gives you the option of

reading its website in 12 different lan-

guages, all courtesy of Google, free of

charge. Google has built it, and they

are starting to come. 

Of course, the resulting translation

is not up to standard, but there 

it is: somewhat readable, conveying

meaning in a rudimentary way,

inching closer toward bureaucratic

acceptability. State of Nebraska offi-

cials are done with translators, and

they know that someone looking to get

a driver’s license in Nebraska is

unlikely to complain about the lan-

guage if they accomplish their task. Or

at least not enough people. As hap-

pened to the art of formal letter writing

with the advent of e-mail, so it might

happen to online translation with the

advent of Google Language Tools. 

This trend could start with public

sector websites and online services,

and then move on to other areas.

Perhaps one day even major corpora-

tions will find it practical to use the

Google system or even a more

enhanced system, with or without dis-

claimers. My guess is that it is just a

matter of time.     

For many of us, Google Language

Tools might feel like a toy for

grownups, a toy that dances to the

tunes we teach it, but lurking behind

this toy is a powerful machine that

continuously adapts to its environ-

ment. “Not quite right?” Google asks,

and we willingly and gullibly give it a

better answer. In doing so, we put

translators out of work. 

To conclude, automated online

translations provide quick if some-

what garbled content for easy con-

sumption, and users will increasingly

demand it. As professional translators,

we need to speak out against the

widespread use of automated transla-

tions and point out to those who

would use them that they have much

better options. After all, the respon-

sible use of language is in the interest

not only of the public and private sec-

tors, but of mankind. 

Note
1. http://nebraska.gov/dynamicindex.

html (Click on the Languages sec-

tion on the navigation bar.)

Google Built It, They Are Coming: 
The Advent of “as is” Translation Services   

Opinion/Editorial 

By Ramiro Peña

www.star-group.net

Tr
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Computer assisted
translation

with Translation Memory
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ATA Letter to Barack Obama on
Language Policy

As an ATA-certified Spanish→
English translator, I will not sign

ATA’s open letter to Barack Obama on

language policy, which appeared on

the Association’s website and in the

November/December 2009 issue.

While a part of me wishes that I could

look forward to a cozy career of word-

crafting free of pesky cyborg competi-

tors, the realist in me expects that

technology will completely redefine

the translation industry, as it has every

other industry since Ned Ludd made

“machine breaking” a capital crime.

ATA’s letter claims that “no com-

puter can match the language skills of

a five-year-old child.” This may be

true in a metaphysical sense, but it is

not true in the practical one. The

demand for automated translations will

continue to grow because machines are

faster, more readily available than

human translators, definitely cheaper,

and often just as accurate.

I have seen an inexplicable human

error—the Spanish word for “month”

was translated as “year”—turn into a

legal nightmare for the company that

hired the translator (not me!). The

best human translators may still be

able to produce better translations

than the best machines, but if INTEL

co-founder Gordon Moore’s law con-

tinues to hold true and the pace of

technological innovation continues to

double every year, the day when even

the best translators among us must

struggle to keep up with massive

Web-based translation engines cannot

be far off. And, yes, resistance will be

futile.

Ari Nuncio
Oklahoma City, OK 

What Does a Translator 
Know Anyway?

The October issue features an

article by Diane Howard called

“Ethical Codes: Where Are We?” The

article, besides being very clear and

well written, made the argument that

much more precision is needed in

ATA’s Code of Professional Conduct

and Business Practices, which is cur-

rently under review.

One point Diane made that I would

like to focus on is this: none of the

professional codes cited in the

article—the British Institute of

Linguists, Association of Translators

and Interpreters of Alberta, Australian

Institute of Interpreters and Trans -

lators, and ATA’s own—cover transla-

tion skills. That is, when these various

codes speak of skills a translator

needs to know, they talk about lan-

guage skills and subject area skills,

but not specifically translation skills.

As Diane puts it: “The ability to ana-

lyze a source text, to apply translation

strategies, to articulate the translation

process—these elements are either

assumed or discounted.”

So the essential skill of the trans-

lator—the skill that sets him or her

apart from the millions who know a

second language and even those who

are conversant in a specific disci-

pline—has not been codified. Yet we

know it exists. How do we know?

Because it irritates us when someone

tells us their brother-in-law speaks a

few languages so, naturally, he would

make a good translator. (“Maybe you

can send him some. He has a free

weekend now and again.”) Hey, come

to think of it, maybe I will let him

work on my car over the weekend,

too. He has a few cars, doesn’t he?

Could this be the source of the lack

of respect translators often feel from

people who do not understand their pro-

fession? That the whole is no more than

the sum of the parts? Perhaps. I do

know that anyone who has given trans-

lation a serious try quickly finds there is

more to it than knowing two languages.

One big discovery for beginning

translators is that languages were not

made to interlock like Lego pieces.

Sure, there are plenty of words that

have a one-to-one correspondence,

more or less. But there are so many

more that are slippery. The image that

comes to my mind every time I trans-

late is of two sheets of plastic with

glue in between. You try to slide one

around on top of the other, making

tiny adjustments, while the glue is

still wet. By the time the glue dries

(the deadline!) we hope the two texts

align as closely as possible, albeit

never perfectly.

I overheard a translator friend

arguing with a lawyer about who

makes the best translator: a seasoned

legal translator, or a law student with

a language background. You can see

from this post which side I was on,

but it was an interesting, if infuriating,

conversation to listen to just the same.

We, as translators, put our best foot

forward when we talk about our essen-

tial skill, not just the accessory skills

needed to perform our job. Now if we

can just update the codes accordingly.

Glenn Cain
Brooklyn, NY

Originally posted on his blog, yndigo
http://yndigotranslations.com/blog

Letters to the Editor

Miss the ATA Annual Conference? Order the DVD-ROM! www.atanet.org/conf/2009/dvdrom.htm
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In Memoriam

Josephine A. Thornton
1937-2010

Josephine A. (Giron) Thornton, ATA

past president and honorary member, died Saturday,

January 9, 2010, at Jeannette Hospice in North

Huntingdon, Pennsylvania. She was 72. 

Born June 6, 1937, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Jo

was the daughter of the late John and Catherine

(O'Bryan) Giron. 

After graduating from the University of Pittsburgh

with a degree in modern languages in 1958, Jo worked as a translator for the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization in Norfolk, Virginia. She was also a lieutenant in the

Navy. She returned to Pittsburgh in 1961, where she was hired by Mellon Bank as

one of two translators in its international department, which she later headed until

her retirement in 1998. Her language combinations included Spanish-English,

French-English, Portuguese-English, and Italian-English.

Jo served as ATA president from 1977 to 1979, and was chair of the Active

Membership Review Committee in the 1990s. In 1998, she was the recipient of

ATA’s Alexander Gode Medal. In 2000, Jo was granted honorary member status for

her many contributions to ATA. 

In addition to her work for ATA, Jo founded the Association of Professional

Translators in Pittsburgh in 1975, and organized regular meetings with guest

speakers from a variety of translation-related fields. She also organized a transla-

tion studies program in the early 1970s at Carnegie Mellon University, enlisting

several colleagues with different language pairs and specialties to team-teach the

classes. The program moved to the University of Pittsburgh in 1979, where it

remained until 2005. As head of the program, Jo instituted an internship program

for translation students at Mellon Bank and a few other locations. She continued to

mentor students even after her retirement. She was awarded an honorary doctorate

from Carnegie Mellon University. 

She is survived by two children, Byran J. Thornton, of North Huntingdon, and

Sharan E. Merchant, of San Diego, California; a granddaughter, Kimberly Bauer,

also of San Diego; a brother, John Giron, of North Huntingdon; and a sister-in-law,

Catherine Giron, of Iowa. In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by

her husband, Bozzie “Bob” Thornton, in 1961; and a brother, Robert E. Giron. 

In lieu of flowers, the family requests memorial donations be made to Animal

Friends, 562 Camp Horne Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237.

(The following tribute appeared in the Pittsburgh Tribune Review on 
January 11, 2010.) Special thanks to Karen Brovey and Gabe Bokor 
for their assistance.
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Dual Fuzzy – Transit NXT supports your writing
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So I’ve made it to the
networking event—I’ve even remem-

bered to bring some business cards—

and I’m starting to peek out from

behind the potted plant when a

friendly stranger makes eye contact

and asks, “So what do you do?”

Or I’ve settled into my seat at a

business gathering and suddenly the

moderator says, “I’d like to go around

the room so that we can all introduce

ourselves.” 

Now what?

Enter the elevator speech.

Short and Sweet
An elevator speech is a brief sum-

mary of who you are and what you

offer as a professional, so called

because it is concise enough to be

delivered during a 30- to 60-second

elevator ride. 

A good elevator speech is only

about 90 words long. It’s a succinct,

readymade introduction that you can

use at business gatherings and net-

working events—and at dinner parties,

at the bus stop, on airplanes, or in any

other encounter when you only have a

few seconds to make a connection.

Here is my elevator-speech-in-

progress:

“I’m Lillian Clementi, and I help

people over the language barrier.

I’m the principal of Lingua Legal,

a translation practice specializing

in French and German. I provide

translation and foreign-language

document review to select clients

in law and business.”

And here is another translation-

specific example:

“Hi, my work makes your business

shine in Spanish. My name is

Maria Esposito, and I’m the owner

of Esposito Translation. I spe-

Promoting
Your Practice
in 60 Seconds
or Less: 
Mastering 
the Elevator
Speech 

By Lillian Clementi
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cialize in transferring English busi-

ness materials into clear, readable

Spanish to help you reach your

target audience.”

Elevator Operator
As I have begun experimenting

with my own elevator speech, I’ve

identified at least four benefits:

1. It keeps me focused on essentials.

I can spit out the most important

information about my practice

even when time is short. Even

when I don’t have to deliver the

whole speech, having it in the back

of my mind enables me to describe

what I do clearly and quickly.

2. It keeps me from talking too

much. I am so passionate about my

work that I get carried away easily.

Stopping after 60 seconds saves

me from getting lost in translation.

It also gives the other guy a chance

to tell me about his business and

ask about mine.

3. It makes networking more effec-

tive. When I can give other people

a clear, succinct idea of what I do,

it’s easier for them to help me

make connections. One of the best

elevator speeches I ever heard

included a sentence along the lines

of, “Our ideal client is a small

business three to five years old,

with five to 50 employees.” That

saves everyone a whole lot of time.

4. It calms my nerves. I hate net-

working functions: they make my

skin crawl. An elevator speech is a

security blanket. I always know

what to say, and I don’t have to

waste energy reinventing the wheel

every time I open my mouth.

Getting in on the Ground Floor
There are so many theories on ele-

vator speeches that it’s easy to get

lost, but a few best practices emerge

clearly from the chaos.

1. Focus on the listener. I asked Peter

Baldwin, a marketing coach based in

Alexandria, Virginia (see box on

page 16), to identify the most impor-

tant thing about elevator speeches.

His answer: “Make sure you’re

sharing something that benefits the
listener—not what you do, but what
they get out of it.” So you might have

different versions depending on

what sort of events you attend. For

example, at a chamber of commerce

function, I might say, “I help people

over the language barrier,” but at a

bar association function, I might say,

“I help law firms take the pain out of

foreign-language documents.”

2. Use a vivid image. I once attended

a chamber of commerce breakfast

where everyone gave an elevator

speech. One lady said, “I’m with

the Allergy and Asthma Network.

We save lives.” I immediately pic-

tured a child with a peanut allergy

going into anaphylactic shock.

Cheap sensationalism? Maybe. But

that was more than two years ago,

and I still remember the lady and

her elevator speech. (As it turned

out, she had an unfair advantage: I

learned later that she was Peter

Baldwin’s wife.)

For a translator, the vivid

image might be: “I make your

business shine in Spanish.” “I help

businesses tap into global mar-

kets.” “I help non-English speakers

get the medical care they need.” If

all of these strike you as hooey—

and they might—find one that

works for you. 

3. Keep it brief. The shorter, the

better. Peter Baldwin again: “If

you’re asked for a 30-second ele-

vator speech, make it 10. I’m trying

to slim my own speech down.”

4. Relax. Don’t worry about making

it perfect: write the best imperfect

elevator speech you can and start

using it. You will quickly identify

what works for you and what

doesn’t. A certain amount of trial

and error is inevitable: that’s fine.

Just get started. 

Once you have your elevator

speech on paper, make the most of it.

You may be surprised to discover just

how versatile it can be, and how many

doors it will open. For example, vet-

eran translator Chris Durban recently

experimented with using an elevator

speech at an event for rail industry

professionals. “When I simply intro-

duced myself as a translator, with no

elevator speech, I could sense a

Make sure you’re sharing something that benefits the
listener—not what you do, but what they get out of it.

·



brush-off coming. But when I led

with, ‘I make texts sing,’ people were

curious and started asking questions,”

she said.

Practice, Practice, Practice
Say your elevator speech aloud

until you can deliver it comfortably in

any situation. There are plenty of

opportunities to practice: with a

friend, a family member, the dog; in

your car on the way to a networking

event; in the shower; while you cook

dinner; during a stroll in the park.

Peter Baldwin recommends practicing

your elevator speech “until you own

it.” Getting your mouth around it

helps you get comfortable, and makes

it easy to recognize anything that feels

wrong. “I always practice mine out

loud right before a networking event,”

he adds. “You can’t over-practice.”

Tux or Tee?
In many places, it is increasingly

common for everyone to be asked to

Promoting Your Practice in 60 Seconds or Less: Mastering the Elevator Speech Continued 
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Building Your Client Portfolio

This article is part of ATA’s Client Outreach Kit, a new initiative designed to help you
attract the clients you want by positioning yourself as a resource for translation buyers and users. The kit consists of
a fully customizable PowerPoint presentation that you can use when speaking to potential clients, plus a set of 
practical, standalone skills modules to help you make the most of it. Skills modules include writing and delivering 
an elevator speech, improving public speaking skills, and handling audience questions effectively. The PowerPoint
presentation is free and can be downloaded by ATA members in minutes; the skills modules are also free and are
available to everyone.

When you use the Client Outreach Kit, you can score a triple win—promoting your own practice, helping poten-
tial clients become better-informed translation consumers, and raising awareness of translation as a profession. 

If you are interested in becoming a more confident networker and public speaker, visit
www.atanet.org/client_outreach to find out what Client Outreach can do for you.

More on elevator speeches
• ATA’s Client Outreach webpage includes a module on elevator speeches. 

Visit www.atanet.org/client_outreach/skill_writing_and_delivering.php to learn more.

• Peter Baldwin, the marketing guru quoted on page 15, is chief marketing coach with The Advisory Board
Program in Alexandria, Virginia. He can be reached at pbaldwin@theadvisoryboardprogram.com.

• Browse samples of elevator speeches for many different professions at
www.expressionsofexcellence.com/sample_elevator.html.

• For ideas on what to include in your elevator speech and how to edit it, visit 
www.speech-topics-help.com/elevator-speech.html.

• Learn practical strategies for joining and exiting conversations at
www.susanroane.com/articles/conversationskills.html. 

Don’t worry about making it perfect: write the best
imperfect elevator speech you can, and start using it.
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introduce herself to a group at busi-

ness functions, from chamber of com-

merce roundtables to women’s

breakfasts. In formal situations like

these, the elevator speech really is a

speech. But in less formal settings—

chatting with someone at a confer-

ence, for example—speechifying is

inappropriate. Worse, it will probably

make you feel phony and stupid. In

these situations, keep your key points

firmly in mind, but work them in as

part of the conversation.

Inquiring Minds
Here is a secret I stumbled on

about six months ago, which Peter

Baldwin confirmed when I inter-

viewed him. In informal settings, the

first line of my elevator speech is

“Tell me about your business.”

Counterintuitive, I know. The ele-

vator speech is supposed to tell the

listener about me and my business,

right? Absolutely true: but in an

informal setting, asking the other guy

about what he does is an easy way to

kick off a conversation. And since

most linguists are incorrigibly

curious, asking a question feels safe

and familiar.

Stranger Than Fiction
But what happens if the other

person starts talking and you never

get a chance to talk about you?

Believe it or not, in the six months

that I have tried this, not one of the

people I have talked to has failed to

come back to me—in pretty short

order—with the question, “But what

do you do?” Then I respond with an

informal version of my elevator

speech. Peter Baldwin says that he

does the same thing, and it always

works. People love to talk about

themselves, he explains, but when

you show genuine interest and

curiosity, they reciprocate by asking

about you.

Going Up
A fine-tuned elevator speech is

only one component of the marketing

toolkit I need when I venture into

client territory, but it has definitely

gotten me out from behind the potted

plant. I feel less terror when intro-

ducing myself to a group, and the time

and thought that went into developing

an elevator speech have clarified my

approach to other aspects of mar-

keting. I now have a clearer vision of

who I am and what I can offer clients

—and at last I know exactly what to

say when the elevator goes ding.

ATA to Launch Client Outreach Newsletter

In early 2010, ATA will launch a complimentary e-newsletter for consumers of translation and interpreting.
Building on the success of Getting It Right and Translation: Buying a Non-Commodity, this new publication will appear four to six times
a year and will be available by subscription and on ATA’s website. Each issue will feature practical tips and best practices on a specific
aspect of translation or interpreting: planning ahead, listening to your linguist, budgeting wisely, and using computer translation tools
safely, to name just a few.

Triple Win
Like ATA’s Client Outreach Kit, the newsletter is designed to score a triple win, benefiting translators and interpreters, their clients, and
the language professions. 

By offering lively, accessible content to current and prospective clients, the newsletter will make the profession more visible and help 
consumers avoid common pitfalls, leading to more successful translation and interpreting projects for all involved. Over time, translators
and interpreters will benefit from a more sophisticated clientele, but you will be able to use the newsletter right away to strengthen your
position in working with clients. (“As a matter of fact, the American Translators Association just published a newsletter on this very point.
Let me e-mail you that PDF: it’s only one page, it’s very readable, and it may help solve our problem.”)

Got a Pet Peeve? A Clever Solution?
Active contributors to each issue will be acknowledged by name, and organizers hope to include a wide range of perspectives and to get
ideas from as any many ATA members as possible. Put on your thinking cap: is there a question you have to answer over and over again?
A problem that you encounter repeatedly? A practical solution you have found for a recurring client problem? A tip you would like to
share? If so, drop us a line at pr@atanet.org. 



Literary translators usually

work alone. How very different, then,

to spend a year working on a project

with a partner!  

Liliana Valenzuela had translated an

earlier surrealist novel by Colorado-

based musician and writer Daniel

Grandbois, and found his style to be

challenging. When he proposed that

she translate a collection of his absurd

short fiction into Spanish, she agreed

on condition that she could team up

with another translator. She had

worked with Tony Beckwith before

and knew his affinity for stories like

the ones in Daniel’s Unlucky Lucky
Days, riddled with jokes, puns, plays

on words, cultural references, and ono-

matopoeia. 

Both translators are also poets and

writers: Valenzuela is a native of

Mexico City; Beckwith comes from a

British family living in Argentina.

They thus formed a harmonious

alliance that brought two lifetimes of

linguistic and cultural skills to the

task. This is their story.

Developing a Workflow
To give readers an idea of the

scope of the work we were about to

tackle, here is a quote from the back

cover of the book: 

Inventive, disconcerting, and hilar-

ious, these 73 tales of our Unlucky
Lucky Days [Boa Editions, 2008]

might well be termed Dr. Seuss for

adults. They call to mind Rudyard

Kipling’s Just So Stories as readily

as they do Italo Calvino’s

The stories were like puzzles; they were great fun to
take apart, and, as each layer of meaning peeled 

open, we came to appreciate the author’s 
playfulness at many levels.
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Two Heads are Better than One: 
A Literary Translation Story  

By Tony Beckwith and Liliana Valenzuela



Cosmicomics, Rikki Ducornet’s

Butcher’s Tales, and Woody Allen’s

most literary writings. Braced on

the shoulders of the fabulists, fan-

tasists, absurdists, surrealists, and

satirists who came before him,

Daniel Grandbois dredges up

impossible meanings from the

mineral and plant kingdoms, as

well as the animal, and serves them

to us as if they were nothing more

fantastic than a plate of eggs and

ham. 

The book runs to a little over

16,000 words and is divided into

seven chapters, each one named for a

day of the week. We split the book

into two chunks, each taking about 36

stories, or about 8,000 words. We pre-

pared first drafts and exchanged them.

We then reviewed each other’s draft,

making any proposed revisions using

the “track changes” feature in MS

Word before sending it back. 

As the logistics of the project

became clearer, we realized we would

need a system of some kind to keep

track of every change. We wanted to

be sure that we created a complete and

permanent record that documented

every step of the journey. So, the orig-

inal draft of each story was identified

with its translator’s initials. As we

revised and returned each draft, every

successive revision carried a new

suffix that showed how it had

evolved. For example:  

The Yarn

The Yarn.tb1

The Yarn.tb1.lv1

The Yarn.tb1.lv1.tb2…

Establishing an effective workflow

allowed us to concentrate our full

attention on the author’s prose.

Peeling the Layers
We were given a year to finish the

project, which seemed like a long

time when we signed the contract.

The stories are short. Most fit on one

page and the longest is only about

four pages. But they are often quite

complicated, so it took time to unravel

the text. Many of the stories are essen-

tially a log of the author’s train of

thought, but the tracks run along the

fringes of fantasy and the words do

not always make much sense if read in

a literal, logical way. To translate

them, we had to board that same train

and describe what we saw through the

windows. 

This first example, which quotes

the complete text of one of the stories,

sets the stage for the project. Short as

it is, the story conveys the surreal

quality of this author’s writing. Our

translation follows the English. 

Hat and Rack

The man may have mistaken his

wife for a hat, but the woman mis-

took her husband for a hat rack. He

wasn’t sure why the hat liked to

hang coats on him. She couldn’t

answer why the hat rack tried to

put her on its crown. When they

went to bed, she felt he was all

arms. He felt she was distinctly out

of place. The few times he sub-

mitted to wearing her there, his

head swam. Out to dinner, she

thought him rigid, while he wor-

ried she was liable to sit on ·
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any head. Back home, she hung her

wet umbrella on him, and he threw

her in the closet.

Percha y sombrero
Si bien el hombre confundió a su
esposa con un sombrero, la mujer
confundió a su marido con una
percha. Él no estaba seguro por qué
al sombrero le gustaba colgarle
abrigos. Ella no sabía por qué la
percha intentaba ponerla en su
coronilla. Cuando se iban a acostar,
ella sentía que él era todo brazos.
Según él, ella estaba sin lugar a
dudas fuera de lugar. Las pocas
veces que él se sometió a ponérsela
allí, sintió un mareo en la cabeza.
Cuando salían a cenar, ella lo
sentía rígido, mientras que a él le
preocupaba que ella fuera a sen-
tarse en cualquier cabeza. De
vuelta en casa, ella le colgó el
paraguas mojado a él y él la arrojó
en el clóset.  

The stories were like puzzles; they

were great fun to take apart, and, as

each layer of meaning peeled open,

we came to appreciate the author’s

playfulness at many levels. Plays on

words blended with puns, leading to

winks and nudges and gleeful sur-

prises. Here is an example of a chal-

lenge created by a touch of

onomatopoeia: 

The Spider King

Alas, his queen was too frightened.

Her wide eyes could only stare.

But instead of squashing her, the

baby sort of went ham-MUCK, as

it was caught in the king’s bed.

El rey araña
Pero lamentablemente la reina
estaba demasiado atemorizada.
Tenía los ojos abiertos como platos.
Pero en lugar de aplastarla, la cría

cayó con un ah-MOCOS, al quedar
atrapada en la cama del rey. 

The English ham-MUCK lands

splat on the page just as the baby lands

in the spider’s web, and we knew we

had to come up with something that

would convey that idea. In Spanish, the

word mocos means snot; mocoso
means a snotty-nosed kid. Mocos is

also used as a mild expletive (some-

thing like “oh, sh—!”), an expression

of dissatisfaction to an unwelcome turn

of events. Best of all, it has the virtue

of sounding somewhat like the MUCK

we were trying to duplicate, and man-

ages to retain the approximate sound of

hammock and hamaca. 

Passing Notes
As we exchanged revised versions

of the stories, we added notes in the

margin. We spoke on the phone now

and then, and met to discuss specific

issues over lunch three or four times

during the year. But most of the com-

munication was through the revisions

and the notes on our drafts, which

might look something like this: 

The Yarn

“Tell us your tale,” a violin spider

obliged from its loosely woven web.

The yarn stopped in its tracks and

laid itself out, as that is how yarns

tell their tales.

La lana
—Desenrédanos tu historia—dijo,
complaciente, una araña violín desde
su telaraña holgadamente tejida. 
La lana se detuvo donde estaba y
ahí mismo se extendió, pues es así
como las lanas desmadejan su 
historia.

Comments in the margin: 

We’re missing the play on words in

“wool/yarn” and “to spin a yarn, 

to tell a tale”…it’s difficult, 

maybe impossible to do that in

Spanish…how could we say 

“tell us your tale”—hilar un
cuento, desmadejar una historia,
desenredar una historia o un 
chisme…?!!!  

Translating Cultural Elements
The author also entertains readers

with his use of cultural references. These

are a challenge under almost any cir-

cumstances, and this was no exception.

Chinese Finger Trap

The scattered straw had had

enough of the elephant foot’s

pranks. It wove itself into a large-

scale Chinese finger trap and

waited, crouching.

Buscanovias
La paja esparcida ya estaba harta
de las travesuras de la pata de ele-
fante. Se tejió a sí misma para
formar un buscanovias tamaño

A translation is never truly finished; it is merely
abandoned when the translator runs out of 

time or patience. 
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extra grande y esperó, agazapada. 

Tony had never heard of a finger

trap in either language, but Liliana

was familiar with it and knew the

name for it in Mexico. (As many lit-

erary translators have discovered,

where we grew up really does 

matter!)  

Sometimes the stories seemed so

surreal to us that we had to allow them

to fill our minds with no resistance at

all so that we might experience them

personally and hopefully understand

what the author was seeing in his mind

as he wrote. Take, for example, the two

opening lines of the following story:

The Rope

A man opened his barn door and

discovered that it no longer led to

his barn. It led to his neighbor’s

barn, which was identical to his,

except it had termites and no cows.

La cuerda
Un hombre abrió la puerta de su
establo y descubrió que ya no con-
ducía a éste. Conducía al establo
de su vecino, que era idéntico al
suyo, sólo que tenía termitas y no
tenía vacas. 

When we presented our session at

ATA’s Annual Conference in New

York last October, a translator in the

audience made a suggestion that had

not occurred to us. She said that she

was from Minnesota, where farmers

sometimes string a rope from the house

to the barn in the winter, so that they

can make their way back and forth

when everything is covered in snow.

Interestingly enough, the author is also

originally from Minnesota.

In some cases the challenge began

with the title, as in the earlier example of

the Chinese Finger Trap, and again in:

Core Truths 

An apple core was lying awake,

which was unusual because most

of the time it did its lying in its

sleep. It tossed and turned and lost

a seed, one of a half dozen black

hearts that dreamed of harder skin.

La pura verdad
El corazón de una manzana se encon-
traba recostado y despierto, cosa
poco usual ya que generalmente se
recostaba para dormir. Daba vueltas
inquieto y se le desprendió una
semilla, uno de media docena de
corazones negros que soñaba con
una cáscara más dura. 

In this case, we had to make some

hard choices since, as in translating

poetry, there was not a great deal of

room to move. The play on words

involved in “core” and Core Truths

works in English but not in Spanish. So

we had to decide what to leave in and

what to take out. Here, as in other

cases, we kept reminding ourselves

that the reader would not necessarily

have the benefit of the English version

to clarify any murky bits. We decided

that our first responsibility was to give

the Spanish reader an understanding of

the essential plot of the story, which

quite often meant sacrificing the

humor that was bouncing around just

below the surface.

In the earlier reference to our

making notes in the margins of our

drafts, The Yarn was used as an

example of a challenge that seemed

insurmountable. However, with time,

and the benefit of two minds asking

“what if?” we finally came up with

solutions. This encouraged us to revisit

stories that we thought we had taken as

far as we could. As a result, we occa-

sionally found something that had not

been apparent to us earlier in the

process. It is no exaggeration to say

that a translation is never truly fin-

ished; it is merely abandoned when the

translator runs out of time or patience. 

The Yarn

“Tell us your tale,” a violin spider

obliged from its loosely woven web.

The yarn stopped in its tracks and

laid itself out, as that is how yarns

tell their tales.

La lana
—Hílanos tu historia—dijo, com-
placiente, una araña violín desde
su telaraña holgadamente tejida. 

La lana se detuvo donde estaba y
ahí mismo se extendió, pues es así
como las lanas desenredan la
madeja de su historia.  

In this final example, we find the

author playing with the words of the

Bard himself, and the challenges here

involved quarrying through the

stacked strata of a vignette that com-

bines references to classical literature

with puns, the so-called lowest form

of humor.   

·
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Just as we have our own voices, our translations are
our babies, and it requires a significant measure of

trust to hand them over to someone else for that final
review.



This Mortal Coil 

Even had it wished to, the metal

spring could not very well shuffle

off, as the great playwright seemed

to be advising it to do through the

voice of his character. The spring

was done with and, unless

Shakespeare himself or some other

of his company wanted to press it

down again under a folio or two, it

had no tension left to move, much

less to shuffle, which might have

been beyond its abilities anyway.

El resorte de la mortalidad
Aún si lo hubiera deseado, el resorte

no podía emprender la retirada,
como el gran dramaturgo parecía
advertirle por medio de la voz de su
personaje. El resorte estaba acabado
y, a menos que el mismo Shakespeare
o alguien más de su compañía
quisiera volver a comprimirlo bajo
uno o dos folios, ya no le quedaba
más tensión como para moverse,
mucho menos para zafarse, lo cual
quizá excedía sus habilidades de
cualquier manera. 

Conducting a Final Review
Once all 73 stories were translated,

and revised, and stored in a “Final”

file, we realized that there was a final

step that we had not considered when

we began. Since we had split the sto-

ries into two piles and each translated

one, we assumed that every story

would echo the “voice” of its original

translator. If we wanted the final col-

lection to read as one smooth, consis-

tent translation, it would have to be

reviewed one last time by just one of

us. Liliana recalled that on one occa-

sion when she was struggling to meet

a deadline, her mother suggested that

she call a colleague to help. Liliana

explained that she could not do that

because each translator has a unique

Two Heads are Better than One: A Literary Translation Story Continued 
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• Listen to the music of the text, to the voice of the author—read it out loud. 

• Be faithful to your author, but keep in mind your responsibility to the reader. 

• Start out small—translate a poem or a short story. Most literary translators work best into their native language. 

• Get feedback from other translators or readers. Small groups are great for this. You can start your own local group, or an online one. 

• Many literary journals and magazines publish translations. It’s a good place to start. Check out the Literary Press and Magazine Directory.

• A literary translation requires at least four passes, checking for different things, like accuracy, format, fluency, style, grammar, 
punctuation, etc.

• Give it some “beauty sleep.” When you let your translation rest for a few days or weeks and then read it with fresh eyes, 
you will find that things you had not noticed previously will magically pop out. 

• Some good resources include: 

Quick Tips for the Literary Translator

American Literary Translators Association
www.literarytranslators.org

PEN America Center
www.pen.org (see their translation model contract)

Three Percent
A Resource for International Literature at the

University of Rochester
www.rochester.edu/College/translation/threepercent



voice, and her mother said, “Oh yes,

just as you would notice if someone

else did some of your knitting,

because it would be tighter or looser

than yours.” Exactly! 

Since Liliana’s dominant language

is Spanish, she did the final run-

through and made the final tweaks.

Just as we have our own voices, our

translations are our babies, and it

requires a significant measure of trust

to hand them over to someone else for

that final review. As in any true col-

laboration, it is helpful to check one’s

ego at the door.   

Looking back, it was a most satisfac-

tory project on all levels. In many ways

it felt like a year-long literary translation

workshop with a hands-on component

that money cannot usually buy. Which

brings us to the final question: what

about the matter of remuneration? 

As we thought about the project,

trying to consider it from all angles, it

was obvious that when all was said

and done we would both have worked

on every story, and would have been

involved in all the tortuous decisions

and revisions behind each and every

word in the book. So a fifty-fifty

arrangement seemed unrealistic.

Fortunately, the author understood

this and agreed that we should each

receive a fee based on two thirds of

the total number of words. It is also

fortunate that we are both represented

by the same agent, Stuart Bernstein,

who, after creating a contract between

the author and the translators, created

a second one between the two transla-

tors. As with any undertaking of this

nature, where two or more creative

contributors are involved, differences

of opinion could potentially derail the

project. In our case, happily, we are

still friends, but the contract was there

just in case something went awry. 

An Enriching Experience
Our surreal journey finally came to

an end. Like many mind-altering expe-

riences, this one expanded our thinking;

by the time we had finished, we felt that

we had grown as translators, and felt

more confident of our range and skill.

This collaboration stretched our transla-

tion muscles, and less-demanding proj-

ects now feel easier than they once did.

By rising to a new challenge, and

having a partner with whom to bounce

ideas back and forth, we came away

strengthened and enriched.  

References
For more about Daniel Grandbois: 

http://boaeditions.org/authors/

grandbois.html  

www.brothersgrandbois.com

For more about Unlucky Lucky
Days:

www.boaeditions.org/bookstore/

details.php?prodId=175

For more about Stuart Bernstein:

www.stuartbernstein.com/Stuart_Berns

tein_Representation_for_Artists.html
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• Choose someone with whom you have worked before and whose work you trust. 

• Create a contract that works for everyone involved and stick to the terms.

• Exchange drafts with your partner so you can review each other’s work. 

• Any proposed changes can be done using the “track changes” feature in MS Word. 
This makes it easier to document revisions. 

• Conduct a final review.

• Decentralize the decision-making process. If the entire burden for a decision is placed on one individual,
he or she is likely to be overwhelmed. If each person is given equal input regarding a particular course
of action, problem solving becomes an opportunity to focus on the issues.  

• Define responsibilities so that each person understands his or her role.

• Use constructive criticism rather than emotionally charged discourse to help maintain a positive working
atmosphere. As in any true collaboration, it is helpful to check one’s ego at the door.   

Tips for a Successful Collaboration
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(Note: This review originally appeared
in the December 2009 issue of
Translorial, the journal of the Northern
California Translators Association,
http://ncta.org.) 

Swiss STAR Group was founded

in 1984 as a technical editing and trans-

lation services company and now has

48 locations in 31 countries. STAR ini-

tially developed Transit as its in-house

translation tool and began marketing it

worldwide in 1991. The latest version,

STAR Transit NXT Version 4.0, was

released in November 2008.

The 150 MB download installed in

under five minutes (no reboot required)

and uninstalled quickly and cleanly.

Comprehensive PDF user manuals are

available in German or English (of

sorts). The program user interface can

be displayed in British English, French,

Italian, German, Spanish, Czech,

Swedish, Chinese, or Japanese. 

Layout
STAR Transit NXT is a standalone

application with an integrated user

interface made up of dockable win-

dows for source text, target text, ter-

minology, markup, and reference

material matches (see Figure 1 on

page 25). Source files are imported

from their native format into this uni-

form working environment and then

exported into a target-language ver-

sion in the original format.

The Transit button, Quick Access

toolbar, and Ribbon bar all mimic the

MS Office 2007 interface in their

layout and functionalities. This is

smart, since the more our key applica-

tions begin to look and act alike, the

faster we can acquire skills in new

applications and the lower the intimi-

dation threshold.

For those who prefer to translate in

the source file environment—without

any computer-assisted translation tool

or with a macro tool such as Trados

Workbench or Wordfast Classic that

allow you to translate MS Word files

directly in Word—an integrated pro-

prietary user interface with its col-

orful functional hubbub may seem

cluttered and alienating, but the effi-

ciency gains and growth potential

offered by such uniformity and inte-

gration more than compensate. 

Twelve standard roles, including

Translator, Reviewer, and Project

Manager, act as function filters that

adjust the view, hide unnecessary

windows, and gray-out unneeded

functions from the interface. The

component windows can be closed,

resized, or moved (for instance, to a

second screen) to suit your prefer-

ences. Source and target text windows

can be filtered to display only specific

segment types, such as untranslated

segments. Certain elements, such as

the preview windows, are configured

by default as “floating windows” that

appear when appropriate and then dis-

appear again afterward (unless you

click the thumbtack icon to pin them

in place). 

Working in STAR Transit NXT
STAR Transit NXT uses a project-

based approach. A project collects all

the settings and files associated with a

The more our key applications begin to look and act
alike, the faster we can acquire skills in new

applications and the lower the intimidation threshold.

By Michael Schubert 
STAR Transit: The Next Generation
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job, including original files, working

files in the Transit format, a translation

memory (“reference material” in

Transit), one or more glossaries or

termbases (“dictionaries”), and format-

ting information to enable target file

export. You can create your own proj-

ects and exchange project “packages”

with other Transit users throughout the

translation chain. You can also extract

and exchange subsets of files (e.g.,

removing internal repetitions or previ-

ously translated segments).

STAR Transit NXT relies not on a

centralized segment-based translation

memory (TM), but on decentralized

“reference material,” consisting of

linked, indexed file pairs. Reference

material in the Transit-specific format

can be created by importing TMX

files (TM exports from other tools) or

aligning source and target reference

files. You can associate any number of

reference files with a particular

project and even specify the priority

with which they are searched based

on various criteria. New project-spe-

cific reference material is generated

as you translate.

Transit successfully converted my

SDL Trados TMX into multiple bilin-

gual reference files. Unfortunately,

the Transit import does not include

text and attribute fields, which is a

major disappointment to anyone

hoping to harvest legacy data when

migrating to Transit from another

tool. Another problem I experienced

was that segments from my legacy

TM applied during translation ran

together without inter-sentence

spaces. I suspect this is because these

spaces are not maintained between

segments, as in Trados, but as part of

the segment. This means that when

you export a file in which TM

matches of Trados origin were

applied, you end up with spacing

problems. I tried to adjust the QA set-

tings to correct this, but to no avail.

The only workaround I found was to

insert a space at the end of each seg-

ment applied from a legacy TM, but

this is not a feasible solution.

The key advantages touted for a

decentralized approach using refer-

ence material over a centralized TM

approach are greater agility and the

retention of segments in their original

context. This must be weighed against

the drawback of having an ever-

increasing array of reference files

spread about in disparate project

folders, which you then must seek out

and define as reference material for

subsequent projects.

Features
Fuzzy Matches: The concept of source

text fuzzy matches is well known. If the

segment to be translated bears a simi-

larity above a certain threshold to a seg-

ment previously captured in the TM,

the user is prompted with that earlier

translation (with the differences high-

lighted). STAR’s Dual Fuzzy innova-

tion adds a target text fuzzy search—

essentially a dynamic search of the ref-

erence material’s target segments as

you type, akin to the autocomplete

entries that are increasingly common in

Internet browser address bars, search

boxes, online help indexes, etc. As soon

as the typed text produces a manage-

able number of matches, those matches

are shown and can be selected to

relieve the user of additional input. The

more you type, the more exclusive the

choices. Target fuzzy matches appear in

“bubble windows,” which is

Figure 1: STAR Transit NXT User Interface

·
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another concept borrowed from MS

Office 2007. Bubble windows disap-

pear as soon as the user clicks on a

selection or moves on to the next seg-

ment. This feature can save time during

input and helps ensure a consistency of

content in the target text despite

varying formulations in the source text

that thwart source-text matches.

Layout Viewers: Transit offers

viewers that show the layout of the

text you are translating. A PDF viewer

displays a static preview of source

files in QuarkXPress, InDesign,

FrameMaker, and PowerPoint for-

mats. An HTML/XML viewer dis-

plays dynamic previews that update

each time you confirm a segment

translation. A media viewer shows

images, sounds, and videos contained

in the files. The Synch View feature

ensures that all these previews open at

the current cursor position. Symbols in

the source and target text editor win-

dows also indicate a segment’s hier-

archy in the text format, but these

symbols are not intuitive and do not

enhance the visual clarity.

Markup: Markup refers to format-

ting instructions (tags) in the text. In

a crucial move, Transit avoided the

fatal flaw of many of its competitors

by not requiring source and target

markup to match. This means you can

ignore source markup and/or add

additional target markup. You can

also translate the text and apply

markup in separate processes.  

Import Options: Transit offers a nice

import option that allows you to remove

a whole range of language-specific spe-

cial characters that typically should not

be carried over from source to target.

These include page breaks, column

breaks, line breaks, optional hyphens,

revision bars, and letter spacing/

kerning. Depending on your settings,

any or all of these characters are

removed during import and not rein-

serted during export. Another import

option lets you define abbreviations—

on a project or global level—that should

not be interpreted as indicating the end

of a segment. In my testing, however,

this feature worked poorly, flagging all

sorts of unabbreviated words for rea-

sons that were not clear.

Resource Editor: Transit’s editor

lacks some of the niceties and necessi-

ties to which one has become accus-

tomed in modern word processing.

There is drag-and-drop functionality,

but it is not “smart,” in that it does 

not adjust spacing automatically.

Apostrophes and quotation marks are

straight, not formatted. Some special

characters are available from a selec-

tion box in the Ribbon bar, but my

attempts to insert the “€” symbol, for

example, yielded no results.

Segment Joining: Segment joining is

used to render multiple source sen-

tences as a single target sentence or to

correct incorrectly segmented source

text. Transit’s join function comes up

short on two fronts. First, the multi-step

process is overly complex and counter-

intuitive. Second, the join is only vir-

tual, meaning the expanded segment is

not rechecked for possible matches in

the reference material. 

Whenever you open an untrans-

lated segment, Transit automatically

inserts the source text into the target

box. You then “push ahead” the

source text by typing in the target text.

A “delete to end of segment” option

will then remove this source text auto-

matically when you confirm your

translation and close the segment.

This can be a nice option, but can also

be visually distracting. Unfortunately,

Transit does not allow you to have an

empty target box open.

Concordance Search: The concor-

dance search function is fast, covers

both source and target, and even iden-

tifies the file in which the match is

found. “Dynamic linking” is an

enhanced concordance feature,

allowing you to find all reference

material segments containing a partic-

ular source term coupled with a partic-

ular target term. Regrettably, though,

there is no keyboard shortcut defined

for the concordance search and no

option to add one without creating

your own macro.

No Spellcheck Dictionary: Amazingly,

Transit lacks a built-in spellcheck dic-

tionary. Instead, the translated text is

checked against the reference files

and/or dictionaries, according to your

settings. Any word found there is

accepted (even if misspelled!), and any

word not found there (however

common) is flagged. There is a cir-

cuitous procedure for importing third-

party spellcheck dictionaries, but this

option does not excuse STAR’s failure

to integrate such a basic function.

Additional Resources
Transit NXT includes TermStar

NXT, the companion terminology

management application. TermStar

interfaces with Transit through the

Terminology window and supports

the use of multiple dictionaries. 

STAR offers online tutorials to

help you learn Transit NXT, but they

are extremely rudimentary with a

decidedly “homemade” character. A

password-protected user area pro-

vides access to many more tutorials,

albeit of the same depth and quality.

See www.star-transit.net for complete

information and downloads. 

STAR Transit: The Next Generation Continued 
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Visit ATA’s School Outreach Resource Center at www.atanet.org/careers/school_outreach.php and click on Presentation Resource
Materials. 

Choose the age level you like the best and download a presentation, or use the resources on the School Outreach page to round out
your own material. 

Speak on translation and/or interpreting careers at a school or university anywhere in the world between August 1, 2009 and 
July 19, 2010.

Get someone to take a picture of you in the classroom. For tips on getting a winning shot, visit the School Outreach Photo Gallery on
ATA’s website at www.atanet.org/ata_school/photo_gallery.php and click on Photo Guidelines.

E-mail your photo to ATA’s Public Relations Committee (pr@atanet.org) with the subject line “School Outreach Contest,” or mail your
entry to 225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314. Please include: your name and contact information; the date of your
presentation; the school’s name and location; and a brief description of the class. You may submit multiple entries.

Make a School Outreach presentation this year, and you could win free registration to ATA’s 51st Annual Conference
in Denver, Colorado, October 27-30, 2010. Here’s how to enter.

The deadline for submissions is midnight on July 19, 2010.
The winner will be contacted no later than August 16, 2010. You must be a member of ATA or an ATA-affiliated organization to enter. 

ATA School Outreach Contest 
2009-2010
Now Open

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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You do not need to be an iden-

tical twin to have an editing twin,

although it certainly helps. Whenever

my twin sister, Dagmar, and I review

each other’s work, we go through it with

a fine-tooth comb and usually come up

with dozens of improvements, correc-

tions, and comments. In the absence of a

biological twin, a translator with whom

you feel very comfortable and can trust

with your reputation and your career can

be your editing twin. 

Since most of us work as one-

person businesses, it is essential that

we find an editor with whom to collab-

orate on our projects if we want to

work mainly with direct clients, which

is what I do. Agencies operate a bit dif-

ferently, as they either hire third per-

sons to edit and/or review the

translation or have in-house staff for

that process. That is not the case with

direct clients: they expect a final

product that they can ship off to print

by the thousands (yes, scary), publish

on their website, or send to all their

clients. The bottom line: there is no

room for mistakes. One set of eyes

only sees so much, so you need another

person to review the translation, cor-

rect any mistakes, make suggestions

for improvement, offer a different take

on a term, etc. 

Before you work with your editing

twin, be sure to inform your client that

a third party will be editing the docu-

ment. You should disclose this infor-

mation as a courtesy to the client, but

also as a precaution in case there is any

issue with confidentiality. Most com-

panies will be delighted to hear that

you are having another person review

your work. It also shows that you are

serious about quality assurance.  

Here are a few tips on how to find

your editing twin.

What is Expected of You?
• To keep an open mind regarding sug-

gestions, changes, and improve-

ments.

• To communicate effectively with

your editing twin about what your

expectations are for the assignment.

• To trust that your work (and your

reputation) will be in good hands

with your editing twin. 

What is Expected of Your 
Editing Twin?
• To be honest and straightforward

with feedback.

• To refrain from imposing his or her

own style on the translation (also

known as following “editing eti-

quette”). Just because the trans-

lator uses a term that the editor

does not like does not mean it is

wrong and should be changed.

• To treat any editing job as a serious

professional obligation. 

What is Expected of Both the
Translator and the Editing Twin?
• To define your roles clearly.

• To agree that the final decision on

whether or not to use the editor’s

changes is the translator’s, not the

editor’s.

• To respect each other’s work and

judgment.

• To trust each other. You are putting

your business in someone else’s

hands. Choose wisely.

• To be willing to improve. If you

think your work is perfect, you are

most likely wrong. Accept that

even top-notch translators can

learn from each other.

• To practice reciprocity. Ideally, you

will be each other’s twin, meaning

that you will each be editing the

other’s work. You should keep track

and ensure that the amount of work

you do for each other is roughly

equal. If you do not, there is a lot of

room for hurt feelings. Define how

much work (words, hours, etc.) you

would like to do for each other. I

recommend leaving monetary com-

pensation out of the equation, just as

long as you can both be fair. You can

certainly charge each other, but it

adds a new layer of record-keeping

and administrative complexity.

What Tools Do You Need?
• If possible, you should both be

working with the same version of

This column is not intended to constitute legal, financial, or other business advice. Each
individual or company should make its own independent business decisions and consult
its own legal, financial, or other advisors as appropriate. The views expressed here are
not necessarily those of ATA or its Board of Directors. Ideas and questions should be
directed to judy.jenner@entrepreneuriallinguist.com.

Yahoo! Business
Discussion Group

ATA members can discuss business issues online
at the following Yahoo! group:
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/
group/ata_business_practices. You will
need to register with Yahoo! (at no charge) if
you have not already done so, and provide
your full name and ATA member number in
order to join the group.

Judy Jenner is a Spanish and German translator
in Las Vegas, Nevada, where she runs Twin
Translations with her twin sister. She is also 
the vice-president of the Nevada Interpreters 
and Translators Association. She hosts the 
popular translation blog, Translation Times 
(www.translationtimes.blogspot.com). She has
an MBA in marketing from the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. You can also find her at 
www.entrepreneuriallinguist.com.

The Entrepreneurial Linguist   Judy Jenner 
judy.jenner@
entrepreneurial
linguist.com

Working With Your Editing TwinPh
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MS Office (or its equivalent on

Mac and Linux, or OpenOffice)

and, if you use them, similar trans-

lation memory tools. You should

give each other the documents in

the final format that the client

wants them delivered. The editing

twin should not have to do any of

the formatting.

• It is a good idea to install a docu-

ment-sharing program such as

Dropbox (www.dropbox.com) on

both your computers, which will

allow you to see, in real time, the

latest updated version of the docu-

ment on which you are working.

Dropbox has a very simple inter-

face, so you will be able to under-

stand and use it almost instantly. 

• An online chat service, such as

Skype, AOL IM, Google Chat, etc.,

is a handy tool so you can confer

about questions you have about the

text quickly and easily.

• An inexpensive way to talk over

the phone, such as Skype, Vonage,

etc., is also a good idea.

What Does the Workflow Entail?
• The translator sends the final trans-

lation to the editor, either via e-mail,

Google Docs, or Dropbox.

• The translator and editor commit to

a deadline. 

• The editor uses “track changes”

in MS Word (or a similar pro-

gram) so the translator can follow

any changes precisely. The editor 

uses the “insert comment” func-

tion to leave any comments, ques-

tions, etc.

• The translator receives the edited

translation and goes through all the

changes, accepting or rejecting

them as she or he sees fit. 

• The translator and editor discuss

any remaining questions, brain-

storm together about tricky pas-

sages, etc.

• The translator sends the finalized ver-

sion to the editor for record-keeping.

Good luck in finding your editing

twin. You will be amazed how much

you can learn from each other to the

benefit of everyone’s skills. Happy

editing!  

Take Advantage of ATA’s Member-Provider Program
Who knows what products and services you need to do your job? 
Your peers. ATA’s Member-Provider Program gives members the 

opportunity to offer their products and services to other ATA members. 

• The program will showcase only those products and
services developed by ATA members that are specific
to the practice of translation and interpreting. 

To learn how the program will work for you, 
please visit www.atanet.org/member_provider or contact 

ATA Member Benefits and Project Development 
Manager Mary David, 

mary@atanet.org.

Here are a few highlights:

• Member-vendors will guarantee discounts or other
favorable conditions of use to ATA members.
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(Posted by Ryan Ginstrom on The GITS

Blog, http://ginstrom.com/scribbles) 

Translation agencies tend to

bear the brunt of translator complaints,

but there are some great agencies out

there that truly “get it.” Below are

five things that agencies can do to

win the loyalty and commitment of

their translators.

1. Offer to raise rates without being

asked. Of course, everybody likes to

make more money, but more than that,

offering to raise rates without being

asked shows that you value the trans-

lator’s work and want to build a

lasting relationship.

The amount does not have to be

large. One of the main agencies I

work with recently offered to raise my

rate slightly. At a time when a lot of

agencies are asking translators to

lower their rates, this gesture raised

my estimation of the agency greatly.

Since then, I have taken extra pains to

ensure that I am available for them.

2. Give useful feedback. From the

translator’s viewpoint, one of the

greatest values that an agency can add is

feedback. Agencies are presumably

proofing and correcting translations

before sending them to the end client,

and it is very helpful for the translator to

see any edits that have been made. This

is both to prevent disaster due to the

agency’s “incorrections,” and to allow

the translator to learn and improve. It

relieves two sources of translator stress:

“Do they hate my translation?” and

“Are translation monstrosities being

published in my name?”

Giving feedback shows a number

of things. First, it shows that you are

interested in producing the best trans-

lations possible. Second, it shows that

you view your translator as an invest-

ment, rather than a resource to be used

and discarded. Third, it shows that

you value your translator enough for

the minuscule effort that giving feed-

back requires.

One of the worst things an agency

can do is to hide feedback actively

from the translator. For several years,

I translated all the speeches for a cer-

tain executive through an agency. I

assumed the end client liked my work

because they always asked for me

specifically. I also never got any neg-

ative feedback. It was not until about

two years after starting, when I saw

one of my translations in print, that I

realized that they had been changing

several of my terms to their in-house

preferences. When I asked the agency

about this, they told me that they had

received the glossary from the client

after the first couple of jobs, but were

just correcting my translations before

sending them off, without telling me.

Agencies, please do not do this.

Give your translator the best feedback

possible. If you have got a good trans-

lator, she will thank you for it.

3. Give direct access to end clients.

This is a big trust issue. Translation

agencies tend to guard their client list

because that is one of their main assets

(and I agree that cultivating clients

takes a lot of effort). Some agencies

also want to shield their clients from

the fact that their $100K translation is

being done by a motley crew of odd-

ball translators.

But when I can get direct access to

the end client through my agency, it

shows that they really trust me, both

not to steal their clients, and not to

create a horrible impression. I have

found that after visiting a client, or

even talking with them on the tele-

phone, they tend to second guess my

translations less. This is probably

because it is easier to trust someone’s

judgment after you have met them.

Speaking directly with a client can

also eliminate a lot of miscommunica-

tion, because information does not get

mangled passing through an agency

coordinator, who may not know the

technology involved.

4. Shield translators from frivolous

customer demands. This goes hand in

hand with direct access to customers.

Customers can be very needy, and

Internet blogs are rich sources of information for translators
and interpreters. They allow users to post questions,
exchange ideas, network, and read news and commentary
on a specific subject. The topics featured in this column are
actual blog postings concerning issues pertinent to your col-
leagues in the field today. Readers are encouraged to
explore the many links provided at the end for additional
material on the subjects being discussed. For more blog list-
ings, visit www.atanet.org/careers/blog_trekker.php.

Blog Trekker   Five Practices of
Agencies that “Get it”

Blogs and Links
Related

Musings of an Overworked Translator
http://translationmusings.com

Thoughts on Translation
http://thoughtsontranslation.com

Translation Times
www.translationtimes.blogspot.com

(Note: This is intended for in for mational purposes only, not as an
endorsement of an individual or company.)
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good translation agencies shield their

translators from this. The agency

might compile five or six separate

change requests into a single request,

or handle trivial requests themselves

(like “make the font bluer”).

I remember one job in particular,

where my translation wound up in the

middle of a corporate turf war. Three

or four different departments sent

back mutually contradicting edits to

my translation, many of which were

horrible (some of the editors obvi-

ously had only the most tenuous grasp

of English).

The agency compiled all these cor-

rections into a single edited docu-

ment, with color coding to show who

had changed what. They also held the

client to two rounds of these edits,

saying that they would charge for any

more. The agency’s actions went a

long way toward preserving my sanity

on that job.

5. Handle the “annoying extras.” As

a translator, I do best when I am trans-

lating. Every non-translation task I

need to do takes away from the time I

can spend translating, meaning I am

less happy and earning less money.

That is why even if I can charge for it,

I do not like doing things like creating

charts and graphs, laying out images,

or handling various formatting tweaks.

Even if you pay translators extra for

these things, it is probably not their

core competency, and they are almost

certainly not earning as much as they

could doing straight translation.

That is why I love it when agencies

take care of these things for me, so

that I can concentrate on translating.

One agency actually uses optical

character recognition software on the

files they receive from the end client

as TIFF images, and sends me pristine

MS Word files to translate. Another

agency extracts FrameMaker files

into RTF for me to translate.

When these time-wasters are taken

care of, I can work for a lower rate

and still earn more than when dealing

with pesky layout and format issues,

and still be happier and saner at the

end of the day. To me, it just makes

economic sense that you would pay a

cheaper desktop publishing profes-

sional to handle these things better

than the translator can, and let your

more expensive translator concentrate

on what she does best. I really enjoy

working with translation agencies that

get this point.

Babel: 
International Journal of Translation

www.benjamins.com

No
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Babel is the scholarly journal of the International Federation of
Translators. It includes articles on translation theory and prac-
tice, as well as discussions on the legal, financial, and social

aspects of the translator’s profession. Contributions are written
in French and English, and occasionally in German, 
Italian, and Russian. To order, visit John Benjamins 

Publishing Company at 
www.benjamins.com. 



GeekSpeak    Jost Zetzsche
jzetzsche@internationalwriters.com

(Note: An earlier version of this article
appeared in the Translation Journal,

http://accurapid.com/Journal.)

While this article will appear

in 2010, I am writing it at the tail end

of 2009, a time when newspapers and

news sites are full of the 10 bests and

10 worsts of the year. I am not sure that

I am interested in the “bests” and

“worsts” in translation. (The “fun-

niest”—think Clinton’s “Reset” faux

pas—would be more enticing.)

Instead, what I really am interested in

and concerned about is the kind of new

developments we have seen in transla-

tion in the past year or so and what will

be presented to us in the next.

One thing that comes to mind imme-

diately has to be crowdsourcing. I have

written about this in The ATA Chronicle
in the past and have tried to encourage

us not to have the knee-jerk response

that so many of us first had when we

rejected the encroachment of crowd-

sourcing into our territory, a territory

where we felt a sense of entitlement. I

have encouraged the trans lation

industry to be actively involved in

shaping this (only seemingly) new con-

cept into an opportunity that we can

live with and profit from.

Another of 2009’s notable topics

was clearly machine translation. If you

have not been involved in several dis-

cussions about machine translation

with colleagues or other peers this past

year, it is time for you to go out and get

a social life! Companies like Google,

Microsoft, Asia Online, and others

have been pushing us to reconsider the

applicability of machine translation on

the basis of usability. The very concept

of quality—which we also have had a

love-hate relationship with for a long

time—has seriously come under fire.

The argument goes that since transla-

tion quality is very abstract and

arguable (yes, we would all agree

here), the only relevant measure for

translation is usefulness. For some

kinds of texts, high stylistic standards

are very important (think: literature,

marketing); for others it is accuracy

(think: legal, medical); and for still

others the only thing that counts is the

transfer of information (think: social

networks, some technical documenta-

tion, customer support data). You may

disagree with those classifications, but

these are the lines that many very large

corporations are drawing when

deciding what to give to translators and

what to have machine translation do.

Then there is another topic that has

come charging to the forefront in just

the past few months: the availability
of large amounts of bilingual data that

can be used in translation memories

(TMs). Here is just a sampling:

MyMemory 

mymemory.translated.net

A colossal TM of presently around

300 million segments that contains data

from Web alignments (approximately

30% of the total data), corpora such as

the EU corpus (approximately 50%,

see DGT TM below), and TM contri-

butions from translators. It offers termi-

nology searches, download and upload

of translation memories in TMX (the

Translation Memory eXchange format),

editing capabilities for users, and a

strong tie-in to machine translation.

BigTM 

www.bigtm.net

A custom translation search engine

that can be used by language services

providers or translators. You can

submit the translatable text or a

sample of it, and the system goes out

on the Web to search for pages similar

to the source text that already have

translations in the target language.

Within 24 hours it then provides a

searchable index of the discovered

parallel pages that allows you to look

up how terms or phrases were trans-

lated by others in the past. (This

product is still in its beta phase.)

OPUS

urd.let.rug.nl/tiedeman/OPUS/

An open-source parallel corpus with

a large number of bilingual files in

many language directions containing

such varied material as data from the

European Medicines Agency, the Euro -

pean constitution, the European Parli a -

ment Proceedings, the OpenOffice .org

corpus, the opensubtitles.org corpus,

and various open-source localization

and software documentation files. The

author of the site is a researcher

working in natural language processing

and machine translation, so the files are

not especially made for translation

memory—most of them are in a text

format—but they are nothing that could

not be converted to a TM-compatible

format or even TMX (and the files for

the European Medicine Agency are in

TMX). 

TAUS Data Association 

www.tausdata.org

The TAUS Data Association (TDA)

is an association of mostly large corpo-

rate translation buyers who originally

came together to pool their TM data to

train their machine translation engines

better. TDA has now just announced

that they have launched a relatively

low-priced professional membership

category that allows you to download

10 times the amount of data that you

upload. Also, as a “by-product” they

have opened the data up to the public as

a terminology resource. Both the termi-

nology searches and the TMX down-

load can be categorized according to

client and a (rather coarse) subject tax-

onomy. Presently (December 2009), the

complete corpus includes about one bil-

lion words.

The GeekSpeak column has two goals: to inform the community
about technological advances and at the same time encourage
the use and appreciation of technology among translation pro-
fessionals. Jost also publishes a free technical newsletter for
translators (www.internationalwriters.com/toolkit).

What’s Up?
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DGT TM 

langtech.jrc.it/DGT-TM.html

This is the humongous TM for the

Acquis Communautaire (the body of

EU law) in 22 languages and a total of

231 language pairs. It is available as a

free download and the data is pre-

sented in TMX format.

Linguee

www.linguee.com

A very large corpus of English-

into-German-into-English data (other

language pairings will be released in

2010) of Web-based translated mate-

rials. The Web-based data is matched

up with the help of a large custom dic-

tionary and other Web-based diction-

aries. Though the data is not

categorized, every entry is accompa-

nied by a link to the originating web-

page where webpages or whole

websites can be downloaded and

aligned (that is, converted into a TM).

And then there are translation

environment tools (TEnTs), like

Lingotek’s suite of tools, Google

Translator Toolkit, and Wordfast’s

VLTM, that are built around the con-

cept of anonymous data sharing

through translation memories or

alignment tools like AlignFactory and

NoBabel’s AutoAligner that have finally

made alignment of large amounts of

Web-based contents feasible.

So what are we going to do with all

of this? Is this sudden flood of data

going to be helpful or harmful to our

productivity via TM technology? The

short answer is: I do not know, but I

do have an inkling.

When I first started using TEnTs, I

was very eager to build up my own

data so that I could benefit from my

past labor. My “Big Mama TM” grew

and grew, and I was always excited to

find matches from (almost) forgotten

previous projects. As the years

passed, I continued to use and feed

my meanwhile obscenely large Big

Mama TM, but her usefulness seemed

to decline rather than improve. Too

much time had passed between the

earlier projects and the current ones to

really classify them when matches

were displayed (despite every transla-

tion unit being described with subject

and client information). In addition,

language had changed, as had my skill

level, prompting me to spend a lot of

time deleting or wading through use-

less suggestions from the TM. The

fact that many of the newer TEnTs

now also offered subsegment

matching that allowed them to dig

even deeper into the language mat-

erials did not help either. 

I have increasingly come to realize

that while large amounts of data are

very powerful, they can also be very

distracting if they a) originate from a

subject matter or client that uses a dif-

ferent terminology or style, b) come

from dated or obsolete sources, and c)

come from sources with a different

quality level.

So what does it mean to have all

these gigantic data vaults at our dis-

posal if my conclusions are true? I

think that many of them are fantastic

as reference material, but I am just not

sure about their value as TM data in

the classic sense. And it is important

to keep in mind that many of these

resources were not produced for TM

purposes (even though that may be

their origin), but to feed the ever-

hungry statistically based machine

translation engines with their favorite

food: bilingual data.

Am I suddenly advocating the dis-

missal of TM technology? Not on

your life! I still think that TM tech-

nology in concert with terminology

resources should form the foundation

of the toolkit of every translator who

works on functional texts. But I have

also come to the realization that raw

data, including TM data, has no value

per se. The value of data for the

human translator is in its quality and

appropriateness.

That is what’s up in my eyes!
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Send your news to Jeff Sanfacon at
jeff@atanet.org or American Translators Association, 225
Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314.Member News

• The following members were

elected to the 2009-2010 Executive

Committee of the Canadian Trans -

lators, Terminologists and Inter pre -

ters Council: Denis L. Bousquet

(president) and Evelyna Rado -

slavova (secretary). For more infor-

mation: www.cttic.org.

• Judy Jenner and Milena Savova

were quoted in an article by Diana

Middleton in The Wall Street
Journal, “Work, in Translation”

(December 8, 2009). The complete

article may be read online at

http://tinyurl.com/yf26e5n.

• A new agreement between the

United Nations and the Monterey

Institute of International Studies

(MIIS) is expected to expand

internship and employment oppor-

tunities for current and future MIIS

students and graduates. The memo-

randum of understanding (MOU),

signed by UN Assistant Secretary

General Franz Baumann and MIIS

President Sunder Ramaswamy,

outlines specific steps both organi-

zations will take to expand cooper-

ation in the training and future

employment of translation and

interpreting professionals. The

new memo notes that the UN has

been “confronted with increasing

shortages of qualified conference

interpreters” and translators in

recent years. MIIS is one of only

nine universities in the world with

whom the UN has signed similar

MOUs, and the only one in North

and South America. For more infor-

mation: www.miis.edu/about/news

room/stories/node/13001.

• McElroy Translation has appointed

Olga Pechnenko-Kopp as the com-

pany’s chief executive officer.

• Catherine Muir, an Indonesian↔
English translator in Broken Hill,

Outback New South Wales,

Australia, assisted in the Australian

relief efforts in the aftermath of the

September 2009 natural disasters in

Indonesia, Samoa, Tonga, and the

Philippines. In conjunction with the

Australian Red Cross, alongside

efforts by the Australian government

and other state and territory govern-

ments, and in consultation with

leaders from the affected communi-

ties, the Queens land Govern ment

provided information on emergency

assistance, including free translation,

interpreting, and counseling services.  

• TermNet’s Language Portal of

Canada is now online, allowing

free access to TERMIUM, the

Canadian government’s linguistic

and terminology databank. Users

may also access an array of lan-

guage tools, a magazine compo-

nent offering language-related

articles and updates, exercises

dealing with problem words in

French and English, and a direc-

tory of links to resources and

organizations active in the lan-

guage field. For more information:

www.termnet.org/english/about_us

/news/?we_objectID=468.
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Marla Sanchez Pietton, a long-time ATA member and the wife of France’s ambassador to

Lebanon, Denis Pietton, was among 90 people killed when Ethiopian Airlines Flight 409 crashed shortly

after takeoff from Beirut’s Rafik Hariri International Airport on January 25, 2010.

Marla was an accomplished translator and interpreter of Spanish, Italian, French, and English, with

over 20 years of experience. She was a U.S. federal court certified interpreter for Spanish and English

proceedings. She also served as a simultaneous conference interpreter for international organizations

such as the United Nations, World Health Organization, and Organization of American States. During

her career, she interpreted at more than 500 conferences and seminars for major corporations such 

as Avis, Hewlett Packard, and Microsoft. Marla had been a member of ATA since 1988, and was 

ATA-certified (Italian→English and Spanish→English). 

In addition to ATA, she was a member of the International Association of Conference Interpreters. 

In Memoriam
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ATA Certification Exam Information
Upcoming Exams

California
San Francisco
May 8, 2010
Registration Deadline:  
April 23, 2010

Florida
Orlando
May 14, 2010
Registration Deadline: 
April 30, 2010

Massachusetts
Somerville
May 23, 2010
Registration Deadline: 
May 7, 2010

North Carolina
Charlotte
March 27, 2010
Registration Deadline: 
March 12, 2010

Ohio
Bellefontaine
May 22, 2010
Registration Deadline: 
May 7, 2010

Texas
Austin
June 12, 2010
Registration Deadline: 
May 28, 2010

Washington
Seattle
April 24, 2010
Registration Deadline: 
April 9, 2010

Argentina
Buenos Aires
March 27, 2010
Registration Deadline: 
March 12, 2010

All candidates applying for ATA certification must provide proof that they
meet the certification program eligibility requirements. Please direct all
inquiries regarding general certification information to ATA Headquarters at
+1-703-683-6100. Registration for all certification exams should be made
through ATA Headquarters. All sittings have a maximum capacity and 
admission is based on the order in which registrations are received. 
Forms are available from ATA’s website or from Headquarters. 

New Certified Members 
Congratulations! The following people have successfully passed ATA’s certification exam:

Croatian into English

David A. Stephenson
Durham, NC

Danish into English

Diane Manown
Carbondale, CO

French into English

Katherine Deimling
Brooklyn, NY

David F. Kendall
Stockholm, Sweden

German into English

Lynn M. Lohmann
Munich, Germany

Kenneth A. McKerrow
Ottawa, Canada

Portuguese into English

Eileen B. Hennessy
New York, NY

Russian into English

Armen Kharazian
Washington, DC

Spanish into English

Susan C. Greenblatt
San Salvador, El Salvador

Jennifer R. Ottman
Washington, DC

Joan Shnier
Toronto, Canada

English into Russian

Halina Palyvian
Brooklyn, NY

Natalia Nikolaenko
Tutzing, Germany

English into Spanish

José A. Alzórriz 
Brooklyn, NY

Rosanna C. Andreoli
Caracas, Venezuela

Karina G. Azanza
Whitby, Canada

Marialba Baez
Tampa, FL

Candice Carmel
Venice, Italy

Nora I. Escoms
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Erika P. Kugler
Hinsdale, IL

Patricio I. Risco
Atlanta, GA



The World Association of Sign

Language Interpreters (WASLI) was

established July 23, 2003 during the

14th World Congress of the World

Federation of the Deaf in Montreal,

Canada. The principal goal of WASLI

is to advance the profession of sign

language interpreting worldwide. 

Objectives
• To encourage the establishment of

national associations of sign lan-

guage interpreters in countries

where they do not exist. 

• To serve as a support network for

existing national associations of

sign language interpreters.

• To share information and serve as

a reference on interpreting issues.

• To support the work of sign lan-

guage interpreters working at

inter national events, such as con-

ferences, sporting events, and

other gatherings.

• To work in partnership with deaf

and deaf-blind associations on sign

language interpreting issues.

• To connect with spoken language

interpreter organizations and other

organizations having common

interests.

Activities
• Provides information to members

through its website, including a

newsletter.

• Encourages research.

• Promotes realistic standards for

high quality training of sign lan-

guage interpreters.

• Networks with other consumer and

professional associations and

organizations.

• Hosts conferences and seminars.

Additional Information
For complete information, please

visit www.wasli.org. 

ATA’s chapters and its affiliates, along with
other groups, serve translators and inter-
preters, providing them with industry
information, networking opportunities,
and support services. This column is
designed to serve as a quick resource high-
lighting the valuable contributions these
organizations are making to the profession.

• Established: 2003

• Website: 
www.wasli.org

• Address:
World Association of Sign
Language Interpreters
PO Box 56216
London N4 2UD
United Kingdom

World Association of Sign
Language Interpreters

Quick 
Facts

Success by Association 
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This intensive course in simultaneous 
conference interpreting is designed for 
experienced and practicing conference 
interpreters. Course languages are English,
French, German, Russian, and Spanish. 
For further information, visit 
www.cciconline.net.

2010 Cambridge Conference Interpretation Course
Refresher Course for Professional Conference Interpreters

August 1-13, 2010
Cambridge, United Kingdom

www.cciconline.net  

www.star-group.net
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terminology management

ATA’s 51st Annual Conference 
Denver, Colorado 

October 27-30, 2010



As of January 2010,
ATA’s Certification Program will

apply certain defined standards to the

grading of all examinations from a

foreign language into English. These

Into-English Grading Standards

(IEGS) address specific points of U.S.

English grammar and usage as well as

various issues peculiar to the practice

of translating into English and to

ATA’s examination. In cases where

decisions on errors depend on context,

the grader is required to give the can-

didate the benefit of the doubt when-

ever reasonably possible.

Although the current version of the

IEGS will apply to the grading of all

exams administered in 2010, the stan-

dards will be updated annually.

Entries on new topics will be added,

and existing entries will be modified

as needed. For all issues of contempo-

rary U.S. English usage that are not

explicitly addressed in these stan-

dards, graders will be guided by the

American Heritage Guide to
Contemporary Usage and Style (2005

edition) and the accompanying

American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language, Fourth Edition

(unabridged or college edition).

The current version of the IEGS can

be downloaded from ATA’s website as a

pdf file at www.atanet.org/certifica

tion/Into_English_Grading_2010.pdf.

Comments are welcome and may be

sent to ata.iegs@gmail.com.

Candidates are permitted to bring a

copy of the IEGS and any other

printed reference works or material

they choose to the examination sitting

and to consult them during the exam-

ination.

Certification Forum    

Into-English Grading Standards for Certification Exams
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Speaking at an ATA Annual Conference is a challenging 
and rewarding opportunity. All session proposals are selected through a 
competitive peer-reviewed process. Speakers frequently gain recognition 
as a leader in the industry and an expert in their field.

Submissions are invited from all areas of translation and interpreting, 
including financial, legal, medical, literary, media, science and technology,
terminology, training and pedagogy, independent contracting, and language 
services providers. Sessions may be language-specific or general. 

Submission Deadline: March 8, 2010
To access the proposal form, go to 

www.atanet.org/conferencesandseminars/proposal.php

ATA’s 51st Annual Conference
Denver, Colorado  |  October 27-30, 2010
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Dictionary Review     Peter A. Gergay
PGergay@aol.com

Compiled by 

Concise English-Tagalog
Dictionary

Author: 
Jose Villa Panganiban

Publisher: 
Tuttle Publishing

Publication date: 
1994

Number of pages/entries: 
170; over 6,000 entries

ISBN: 
978-0-8048-1962-6

Price:
$14.95 cover price; available at used bookstores
and on the Internet for much less. Also available
directly from the publisher’s website for the dis-
counted price of $10.46.

Available from:
Tuttle Publishing
www.peripluspublishinggroup.com/tuttle
Amazon and various online used book sources
such as Biblio.com

Reviewed by:
Carl Wurtzel

Despite its age, the Concise
English-Tagalog Dictionary is still a

reliable reference. The dictionary con-

sists of the following parts:

• A succinct and useful four-page

introduction to “Tagalog Pronun ci -

ation and Accentuation”;

• A two-page introduction to “Taga -

log Word Forms”;

• A few pages on “How to Use this

Book”;

• Abbreviations and references; 

• An “Acknowledgments” section,

which presents a brief look at the

background and genesis of the

dictionary; 

• A page of extracts from the Con sti -

tution of the Philippines, as well as

laws, decrees, executive orders, and

speeches calling for the establish-

ment of a Philippine national lan-

guage based on Tagalog; 

• The English-Tagalog dictionary

itself; and

• Three appendices. 

Appendix A has various units of

measure, numbers, numerical distribu-

tion, and directions. Appendix B is a

14-page summary of affixes. Appendix

C is a list of geographical names.

The binding is paperback, but like

some other Tuttle paperbacks, this

book is bound more sturdily than

those of many other publishers. A

close examination indicates that the

pages are sewn in signatures before

being glued to the stiff paper wrap-

pers. This means that the book can be

used frequently and carried around on

trips, and the pages will not start to

separate individually and become

detached from the wrappers, which is

a common problem with other paper-

back dictionaries. The paper is bright

and of good quality. This dictionary

was originally published in 1946. The

type has not been reset for this edi-

tion, but is simply a scanned image of

the original edition. The type is large

enough and clear enough to read

easily, but there are occasional small

breaks in the type. One typographical

quirk that should be noted is that

unlike most dictionaries today that

use boldface to distinguish the entry

from its definition, this dictionary

uses all uppercase for each entry. This

technique works very well, but at first

it is slightly jarring to the eye. The

definitions are given in italics, pre-

sumably to visually distinguish the

definition from its entry further.

Each page of the dictionary itself is

arranged in two columns. A quick

sampling indicates an average of

around 30-60 entries per page. For the

convenience of the user, the first and

last entry on each page is shown at the

top of the page. Parts of speech are

indicated clearly for each entry. The

accent marks that indicate stress

and/or the presence of a glottal stop in

Tagalog are clearly and consistently

shown in the definitions. 

Content
The author, Jose Villa Panganiban

(1903-1972), a poet and linguist, was

the former director of the Institute of

National Language, which was later

replaced by the Commission on the

Filipino Language. He was a major

figure who pushed for the adoption of

a Filipino national language based on

Tagalog. He was so passionate toward

this cause that he was sometimes

called the “Czar of Purism” and the

“Emperor of the National Language.”

The difficulties he faced in compiling

this dictionary during the years of

World War II, during the Japanese

occupation and the American bom-

bardments, is described in the author’s

introduction. 

A quick sampling of the entries and

definitions indicates to me that the dic-

tionary is, on the whole, accurate. Being
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aware of the author’s background as a

scholar and pioneer in the national lan-

guage movement gives me further

confidence in the dictionary’s accu-

racy. It even has a few entries not

found in the later and larger diction-

aries of Leo James English (English-
Tagalog Dictionary) and Carl R.

Galvez Rubino (Tagalog-English
English-Tagalog Dict  ionary). For

example, neither English nor Rubino

has an entry for serrate, which this dic-

tionary defines as ngipin-ngipin. The

same is true of “quartermaster,” defined

as tagatustós or pánustusan. 

There are a few English words that

somehow made it in, but that makes

you wonder what the author was

thinking when he included them at the

expense of perhaps more useful

entries. For example, the dictionary

has entries for “xyster” (a kind of med-

ical instrument used for scraping

bones, defined as pangayod), “xyloid”

(“like wood,” defined as parang
kahoy), and “incendiarism” (defined as

panununog), but “arson” is missing. 

Here are a few more observations,

both positive and negative, on the

content of this dictionary:

• As it should, this dictionary distin-

guishes between the three types of

rice: grain, hulled, and cooked

(palay, bigás, and kanin). It gives

words for four different kinds of

lizard. However, there is only one

definition given for coconut (niyog). 

• It has separate entries for “father”

(amá) and “daddy” (tatay, tatang,
itay). For “mother,” it gives only

iná. There is no entry for

“mommy” and no mention of ináy,
ináng, or nanay.

• Under the entry “shave” (verb), the

definition helpfully distinguishes

between “shave oneself” (mag-
ahit) and “shave others” (umahit).

• If you look up the word “want,”

seeking the verb meaning “to

desire something,” you will find

only mangailangan, which really

means “need,” rather than the com-

monly used gusto. 

• Both “breakfast” and “supper” are

found, but “lunch” is missing.

However, the entry for “dinner” dis-

tinguishes between dinner at noon

(tanghalian), which to me is

“lunch,” and dinner at night

(hapunan), which to me is “supper.” 

• If you look up “resort” in the hope

of finding the meaning of a place

to relax, you will find dáyuhan and

dúlúgan (“a person or thing turned

to for help”) rather than páhin-
gahan or bákasyunan (“a place to

relax or vacation”).

• There are a few minor typograph-

ical errors in the entries that should

be noted, for example: ninty

(ninety); yord (yard); and senith

(zenith). All of these examples,

however, are in their correct alpha-

betical location in the dictionary

based on the correct spelling.

• The list of geographical names

shows its age: Abyssinia and Persia

are included, but Israel and Pakis -

tan are missing.

Overall Evaluation
Given its age and relatively small

size, this dictionary is not intended to

meet any kind of sole need of today’s

professional Tagalog translator.

Panganiban himself, in his introduc-

tion to the much more complete

English-Tagalog Dictionary of Father

Leo James English, states that his own

1946 dictionary was “inadequate” and

“incomplete.” Never the less, this is a

reliable dictionary. For translators from

or into Tagalog it can never hurt to

have an additional reference to confirm

or call into question the tentative trans-

lation of a word or phrase. 

The blurb on the cover claims that

this dictionary is “ideal for teachers,

students, and travelers.” For these

users I give this dictionary a cautious

thumbs-up. But it must be understood

that simply having a list of words is

not going to make anyone able to

communicate in another language,

particularly a language as different

from English as Tagalog. As long as

the user has some understanding of

Tagalog grammar and word forma-

tion, this dictionary will be useful. For

students of Tagalog, the explanations

about word stress, pronunciation,

word formation, and affixes are valu-

able and concisely presented. If one

needs a more extensive vocabulary,

detailed explanations, and usage

examples, then I suggest Leo James

English’s dictionary. If one needs to

find recent usages and slang, I suggest

Carl Rubino’s dictionary. But as a

physically sturdy, easy to carry, easy

to use, generally reliable dictionary, I

can recommend this dictionary.

Carl Wurtzel is an ATA-certified
Arabic→English translator. He also
translates from Tagalog and Hebrew into
English. He has a PhD in Near Eastern
languages from Yale University. Contact:
carl@radixtrans.com.



New Queries
(E-D 2-10. 1) Here is something

lighthearted, but it might be a chal-

lenge: to find a good Dutch equivalent

for “Don’t count your chickens before

they hatch.”

(E-Gr 2-10. 2) Roll over, Erich

Maria Remarque. High technology is

impinging on one of your main words.

The query involves elevator installa-

tion, and the word not understood

appears in bold in the following sen-

tence: “In some frontlines the installer

is referred to as a fitter, mechanic,

engineer or technician.” What are

frontlines, and how would you write

this in modern Greek?

(E-Pt 2-10. 3) The following is a

simple query, but equivalents may be

quibbled over endlessly. What, in

Portuguese, correspond to the Army

enlisted ranks of “sergeant first class”

and “master sergeant?”

(E-S p 2-10. 4) Evidently, basketball

shoes can now have “outriggers” as

designed features, because the fol-

lowing sentence describing them

includes that word: “Control: strategic

outrigger stabilizes the forefoot, grip-

ping onto the hardest lateral cuts.” The

end of that context phrase seems to

pose its own severe problems, but we

will settle just for good Spanish for the

word in bold. 

(F-Po [E] 2-10. 5) A translator had

a problem trying to provide a Polish

equivalent for valeur témoin, which

appeared in a clinical study. Here is

the quite ample context paragraph:

Mesure in vitro de la concentration
inhibitrice qui supprime de 50% la
croissance de cellules cornéennes
para rapport à une valeur témoin: La
valeur la plus élevée IC50* corre-
spond à la tolérance maximale c’est à
dire à une plus faible cytotoxicité sur
les cellules cornéennes. Please, if you

can, provide both Polish and English.

(G-F [E] 2-10. 6) In the world of

clothing and fashion, what are

Bindungsbildern in the following sen-

tence: Dabei sorgt Stretch trotzdem für
Komfort. Grafische Tweeds und ultra-
präzise Streifen definieren Gerad -
linigkeit in Mustern, klare Twills und
Serges in Bindungsbildern. French or

English is acceptable. 

(I-E 2-10. 7) How tiny, sometimes,

are the bits of text that can trip up a

translator! In this case, it is simply the

abbreviation el. in the following mar-

itime text: Le booster pumps sono
posizionate a prua del terminale nella
zona di processo sull’intermediate
deck tra el. +4100 e +5100. What the

ell is el.?

(E-R 2-10. 8) One can almost

imagine what a “visit flow chart” is in

the world of protocols for clinical

trials, but short of writing an entire

paragraph to explain it, how can it be

dealt with in Russian? 

(S b-G [E] 2-10. 9) This Serbian-

German query might not solely be

conversational in nature as it was

claimed: Nije im bilo mnogo važno da
li su ti novi članovi iskreni i da li je
njihovo stupanje u stranku samo

ujdurma nacionalnog neprijatelja.
There might be some more heavy-

weight content to it. In any case,

ujdurma is the problem and a solution

is sought either in German or English. 

(S p-F [E] 2-10. 10) This insurance

question has to do with mitigating

exposure to risk, and the seven words

that proved troublesome are in bold

print: Existen instrucciones generales de
actuación para mitigar la exposición al
riesgo, tales como niveles máximos de
inversión en renta variable o clasifi-
cación crediticia de reaseguradores.  To

what do they refer?

Replies to Old Queries
(E-F 11-09. 3) (workhorse): Richard

Singer works at Lockheed Martin. He

finds that when that firm wishes to

place advertisements in Canada, bête
de somme is good at expressing the

idea that a certain aircraft is rugged

and reliable.

(E-Pt 11-09. 6) (corporate accounts
receivable system): Alan Clarke likes

a sistema da companhia para contas a
receber. Ronaldo Bele provides this

answer: Os nossos usuários devem ser
capazes de ver o/a….simultaneamente
com o nosso sistema de contas a

D-Dutch
E-English; [E]-
English was not
involved in the
initial query, but
English is
acceptable as an
answer
F-French

G-German
Gr-Greek
I-Italian
Po-Polish
Pt-Portuguese
R-Russian
Sb-Serbian
Sp-Spanish
Sw-Swedish

Abbreviations
used with this column

The Translation Inquirer    John Decker

If I have a translation assignment

where I constantly encounter unknown

neologisms, nonsensical abbreviations,

typographical errors, and unintelligible

sentences of tapeworm length and

complexity, could I be said to be

having a “bad word day?” 
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receber corporativo. Gabe Bokor sug-

gests sistema corporativo (or central
or da empresa) de contas a receber. He

points out that in English “corporate”

generally means something to do with

a company (corporation). More

restrictively, it may mean the central

department as opposed to a subsidiary

or branch office.

(E-S p 11-09. 7) (exempt salary):

Gonzalo Ordóñez says that this might

be a salary free from some tax or

charge. A possible Spanish equivalent

would be salario desgravado or

salario con exención. Alan Clarke

suggests that an “exempt salary” is

one that does not provide payment for

overtime work. As such, he suggests

salario sin pago por horas extras.

(F-E 11-09.8) (L’Europe du copeau):

Gonzalo Ordóñez suggests “Europe of

shavings” for this. It relates to the pro-

cessing done in the machining industry,

which results in shavings.

(S p-E 11-09. 10) (YAW frenado):

This looks like a weird mixture of

Spanish and English, says Gonzalo

Ordóñez. In English, yaw means a tem-

porary deviation from a direct course

on a vertical axis, such as when a ship

or plane swings to the right or left.

Therefore, Gonzalo suggests “braking

yaw,” and the whole sentence might be

written like this: “At the time of using

the brake shoe access system, the

engine enters a situation of braking

yaw.”

(S w-E 11-09. 11) (i takt 8): Not

knowing Swedish, but knowing

music, Mark Herman suggests that

this is “in bar 8” or “in measure 8.”

Wayles Browne provided a translation

of the entire context sentence from

page 51 of the November-December

issue: “Not until measure 8 do we get

back to the tonic.” That final word,

says Wayles, means one of the three

chords associated with a given key; in

D major, the tonic is the D major

chord, and the other two are the A7

chord, or the dominant, and the G

major chord, or subdominant.

This column is being written on the
final day of 2009, and by the time it
reaches you, 2010 will be well
underway. Please keep supplying this
column with good responses and espe-
cially with good queries. Thanks for all
your help in the year that has ended!

This column is solely intended as a means of facilitating a
general discussion regarding terminology choices. For feed-
back regarding pressing terminology questions, please try
one of these online forums: Lantra-L (www.geocities.com/
athens/7110/lantra.htm), ProZ.com (www.proz.com), or
Translators Café (http://translatorscafe.com).

Address your queries and responses to The Translation
Inquirer, 112 Ardmoor Avenue, Danville, Pennsylvania
17821. E-mail address: jdecker@uplink.net. Please make
your submissions by the first of each month to be included
in the next issue. Generous assistance from Per Dohler,
proofreader, is gratefully acknowledged.
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Testing and Assessment in Translation and Interpreting Studies, the latest edition in the ATA Scholarly Monograph Series, is now available from John Benjamins Publishing
Company. Edited by ATA Education and Pedagogy Committee Chair Claudia V. Angelelli and ATA member Holly E. Jacobson, this volume examines issues of measurement
that are essential to translation and interpreting. Conceptualizing testing as both a process and a product, assessment is explored across languages and settings, including
university classrooms, research projects, the private sector, and professional associations. Individual authors cover the subject from different perspectives and a variety of
methods —some focusing on very specific variables, others providing a much broader overview.

Topics covered include: the theoretical applications of assessment instruments; the measurement of interactional competence in health care settings; standards as critical
factors in assessment; the predictive validity of admission tests for interpreting courses in Europe; and meaning-oriented assessment of translations.

Since 1993, John Benjamins has been the official publisher of the ATA Scholarly Monograph Series. The series offers both practical and scholarly perspectives
on a wide range of professional issues in the translation and interpreting communities. 

ATA members receive a 30% discount off the regular price of each hardcover copy in the collection. To order: 
www.benjamins.com/cgi-bin/t_bookview.cgi?bookid=ATA%20XIV.

ATA Scholarly Monograph Series XVI 
Testing and Assessment in Translation and Interpreting Studies

Now in Print 



“Father Chadwick” is a derogatory

slang term referring to a baseball player

past his prime. How fitting, since the

real Henry Chadwick was a baseball

journalist for the Galveston Daily
News, who, way back in 1897, decried

the “trash slang” used by sportswriters.

As translators know, it is hard to

translate cultural references, such as

those about baseball, into the lan-

guage of a culture that lacks such ref-

erences. It is doubly hard when the

terms to be translated are slang words,

like those in the third edition of Paul

Dickson’s The Dickson Baseball
Dictionary (Norton, 2009). This book,

with more than 10,000 terms, was

introduced to me via the review by

Nick Stillman in the June 1, 2009 edi-

tion of the Nation, from which most

of the information in this column was

taken.

Something that literary translators

always have to be on the lookout for

is a veiled sexual reference. Slang

baseball words are often a translation

trap in this regard, because many

baseball terms, completely desexual-

ized, do have sexual implications in

other contexts. Such terms include

“bush,” meaning completely unpro-

fessional or inappropriate or inferior,

as in “bush league.” Then there is

“hooker,” a right hander with a ten-

dency to hit the ball to left

field. “Salami” is a grand slam home

run. A pitcher “humps up” when he

puts extra energy into a fast

ball. “Filthy” is what a hitter calls an

excellent pitcher. And a “slutter,” a

word omitted by Dickson, is a pitch

that is both a slider and a cutter.

Words that in other contexts refer to

food are also rife. A “muffin” is a player

whose uniform is suspiciously clean. A

baseball can be referred to as an egg, an

apricot, an apple, or a stitched

potato. “Jelly beans” are rookies. A

“fat” pitch is hittable, especially the one

called a “ham-and-cheese.”

If a batter, even one ordinarily

weak, finds a pitcher, even one usu-

ally very strong, whom he can hit

against well, that hitter has found his

“cousin” and the pitcher has found

his “daddy.”

Some slang terms are based on

players’ names. A couple are compli-

mentary: a great home run is Ruthian

and a very fast ball is Ryanesque. But

most are not: “Steve Blass disease” is

an infielder’s loss of ability to throw

accurately to first base; a player out of

action for injuries may be “Wally

Pipped,” that is, replaced by a supe-

rior player, as Pipp himself was

replaced by Lou Gehrig in 1925; and

the list of disabled players is “the

Pavano,” after Carl Pavano, who had

a great season with the Florida

Marlins in 2003, after which he

signed with the Yankees for four years

and a lot of money, and then spent

almost all of his time with the

Yankees on the disabled list.

A pitcher is also a hurler and a

heaver, a horse if he can last a long

time, a thrower if he cannot think on

the mound, and an artist if he can. He

can throw a curveball, which is also a

yakker (or yak attack), a hammer, a

wrinkle, a bender, a hook, a 12 to 6, a

zigzagger, a pretzel, a cow’s horn, a

dipsy-doodle, a snake jazz, an Uncle

Charlie, a knee-buckling ball, or a

deuce, the last referring to the two-

fingered indication of the pitch.

Fastballs can be gas, heat, hair, and

cheese, among other things. And an

exaggeratedly slow changeup is a

“Bugs Bunny.” Left-handed pitchers

are portsiders, southpaws, crooked

arms, and corkscrew arms. And,

whether a pitcher is right- or left-

handed, “traffic,” meaning the wind,

can be a friend or an enemy.

What does a baseball book trans-

lated into Urdu look like?

Herman is a librettist and translator. Submit items for future
columns via e-mail to hermanapter@cmsinter.net or via snail
mail to Mark Herman, 1409 E Gaylord Street, 
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858-3626. Discussions of the transla-
tion of humor and examples thereof are preferred, but
humorous anecdotes about translators, translations, and mis-
translations are also welcome. Include copyright information
and permission if relevant.

You Are Old, Father Chadwick

hermanapter@cmsinter.net

Humor and Translation    Mark Herman
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2010 Honors and Awards

Alexander Gode Medal
The Alexander Gode Medal, ATA’s

most prestigious award, is presented

to an individual or institution for out-

standing service to the translation and

interpreting professions. This award

may be given annually. 

Eligibility
Individuals or institutions nominated

do not have to be members of ATA;

however, a history of constructive rela-

tions with ATA and the language profes-

sions in general is desirable. Nominees

do not have to be U.S. citizens.

Nominations
Nominations are welcome from the

past recipients of the Gode Medal and

ATA membership at large. A suffi-

ciently detailed description of the indi-

vidual or institution’s record of service

to the translation and/or interpreting

professions should be included as part

of the nomination. Petitions and letter

campaigns are not encouraged.

Deadline: May 7, 2010.

Award
Gode Medal, complimentary regis-

tration to ATA’s 51st Annual Con fer -

ence in Denver, Colorado (October

27-30, 2010), transportation to and from

the Conference, and up to four nights’

lodging at the Conference hotel. 

Please send nominations of the
individual or institution you
consider worthy of receiving the
next Gode Medal to:
Alexander Gode Medal

Lois Feuerle, Chair

ATA Honors and Awards Committee

American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org

Lewis Galantière Award

The Lewis Galantière Award is

bestowed biennially in even-numbered

years for a distinguished book-length

literary translation from any language,

except German, into English. The

Ungar German Trans lation Award is

given in odd-numbered years.

This award honors distinguished

ATA founding member Lewis

Galantière (1894-1977). His transla-

tions from French drama, fiction,

poetry, and scholarship enriched cul-

tural life during the middle decades of

the 20th century and are still being read.

Eligibility
To be eligible for the award, the

book-length literary translation must be

translated from any language, except

German, into English and published in

the United States in 2008 or 2009.

The published translation must list

the translator’s name on the title page

and preferably on the dust jacket.

Preference will be given to published

works that provide biographical infor-

mation about the translator.

The translator does not have to be

an ATA member; however, the trans-

lator should have a strong connection

with the U.S. through citizenship or

permanent residence. The nomination

must be submitted by the publisher of

the translated work.

Nominations
The nomination must be submitted

by the publisher of the work and must

include the following:

• Cover letter with complete publi-

cation information for the work

being nominated, including the

date of publication.

• Brief vita of the translator,

including place of residence and

contact information.

• Two copies of the nominated work

with one extra copy of the dust jacket.

• Two copies of 10 consecutive

pages from the original work,

keyed to the page numbers of the

translation. Please do not staple. If

providing a dual-language work,

copies are still required.

• Two copies of the translated pages

that correspond to the 10 consecu-

tive pages provided from the orig-

inal work. Please do not staple. If

providing a dual-language work,

copies are still required.

Deadline: May 7, 2010. (Publishers

are encouraged to submit nominations

early.)

Award
$1,000, a certificate of recognition,

and up to $500 toward expenses for

attending ATA’s 51st Annual

Conference in Denver, Colorado

(October 27-30, 2010).

Please send nominations to:
Lewis Galantière Award

Lois Feuerle, Chair

ATA Honors and Awards Committee

American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org
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Student Translation Award
In 2010, ATA will award a grant-in-

aid to a student for a literary or sci-tech

translation or translation-related project. 

The project, which may be derived

from any facet of translation studies,

should result in a project with post-

grant applicability, such as a

publication, a conference presentation,

or teaching materials. Computerized

materials are ineligible, as are

dissertations and theses. Translations

must be from a foreign language INTO

ENGLISH. Previously untranslated

works are preferred.

Eligibility
The award, to be presented at

ATA’s 51st Annual Conference in

Denver, Colorado (October 27-30,

2010), is open to any graduate or

undergraduate student, or group of

students, attending an accredited col-

lege or university in the U.S.

Preference will be given to students

who have been or are currently

enrolled in translator training pro-

grams. Students who have already

published translations are ineligible.

No individual student may submit

more than one entry.

Applications
Applicants must complete an entry

form and submit a project description

not to exceed 500 words. If the project

is a translation, the description must

present the work in its context and

include a substantive statement of the

difficulties and innovations involved in

the project and the post-competition

form the work will take. The applica-

tion must be accompanied by a state-

ment of support from the faculty

member who is supervising the

project. This letter should demonstrate

the supervisor’s intimate familiarity

with the student’s work and include

detailed assessments of the project’s

significance and of the student’s

growth and development in translation.

If the project involves an actual

translation, a translation sample of not

less than 400 and not more than 500

words, together with the correspon-

ding source-language text, must

accompany the application. The trans-

lation sample may consist of two or

more separate passages from the same

work. For poetry, the number of

words must total at least 300.

Deadline: June 4, 2010.

Award
$500, a certificate of recognition,

and up to $500 toward expenses for

attending ATA’s 51st Annual

Conference in Denver, Colorado

(October 27-30, 2010). One or more

certificates may also be awarded to

runners-up.

Please send your applications to:
Student Translation Award

American Foundation for Translation

and Interpretation, Inc.

Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President

c/o American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org

2010 Honors and Awards Continued 

ATA and the American Foundation

for Translation and Interpretation

(AFTI) invite nominations for the 2010

Marian S. Greenfield Financial

Translation Presentation Award.

Eligibility
The award, to be presented at

ATA’s 51st Annual Conference in

Denver, Colorado (October 27-30,

2010), recognizes an outstanding pre-

senter of a financial translation ses-

sion during the Conference. The

deadline for submission of

Conference presentation proposals is

March 12, 2010.

Application
Individuals wishing to nominate a

financial translation presenter for this

award need to submit a completed

nomination form to the address listed

below. You may nominate yourself.

Nominations will be judged by a

three-member national jury.

Deadline: March 12, 2010.

Award
$1,000 and waiver of registration fee

to ATA’s 51st Annual Conference in

Denver, Colorado (October 27-30,

2010). The recipient of the award will

be announced in the summer of 2010. 

Please send nominations to:
Marian S. Greenfield Financial

Translation Presentation Award

American Foundation for Translation

and Interpretation, Inc.

Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President

c/o American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org

Marian S. Greenfield Financial Translation Presentation Award



This is a $2,500 non-renewable

scholarship for the 2010-2011 aca-

demic year for students enrolled or

planning to enroll in a degree program

in scientific and technical translation

or in interpreter training. 

Eligibility
1. Applicants must be graduate or

undergraduate students enrolled or

planning to enroll in a program

leading to a degree in scientific and

technical translation or in inter-

preting at an accredited U.S. col-

lege or university. 

2. Applicants must be full-time stu-

dents who have completed at least

one year of college or university

studies. 

3. Generally, an applicant should

present a minimum GPA of 3.00

overall and a 3.50 in translation-

and interpreting-related courses. 

4. Applicants should have at least one

year of study remaining in their

program; however, in certain cir-

cumstances, one residual semester

may be accepted. 

5. Applicants must be U.S. citizens. 

Selection Criteria
1. Demonstrated achievement in

translation and interpreting. 

2. Academic record.

3. Three letters of recommendation by

faculty or nonacademic supervisor. 

4. A 300-500-word essay outlining

the applicant’s interests and goals

as they relate to the field of trans-

lation or interpreting. 

Application Process
1. Application forms may be obtained by

contacting the American Foundation

for Translation and Interpretation at

ATA (ata@atanet.org).

2. Completed applications must be

received by AFTI by June 4, 2010. 

3. A completed application consists of: 

a) Application cover sheet; 

b) Three letters of recommenda-

tion in a sealed envelope with

the recommender’s signature

over the envelope flap; 

c) Essay; and

d) A copy of the applicant’s aca-

demic record with a copy of the

major/minor or other program

form, or a departmental state-

ment of admission to the trans-

lation or interpreting program. 

Award
A national award committee will

announce the name of the scholarship

award winner by the end of August

2010. The committee’s decision is

final. Disbursement of the award will

occur at the beginning of the Fall

Semester, 2010.

About JTG, Inc.
Founded in 1995 by ATA Past

President Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe,

JTG, Inc. is a language consultancy that

supports homeland security, intelli-

gence, and global business with cross-

cultural communications. JTG, Inc. has

underwritten the AFTI scholarship

since 2001. Visit: www.jtg-inc.com. 

Please submit the application to:
JTG Scholarship

American Foundation for Translation

and Interpretation, Inc.

Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President

c/o American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org

S. Edmund Berger Prize for Excellence in Scientific and Technical Translation

ATA and the American Foundation

for Translation and Interpretation

(AFTI) invite nominations for the

annual S. Edmund Berger Prize.

The $1,000 prize is offered to recog-

nize excellence in scientific and tech-

nical translation by an ATA member.

Nominations
Individual translators or translation

companies wishing to nominate a

translator for this prestigious prize

may obtain a nomination form from

AFTI’s website (www.afti.org) or

from AFTI at the address listed below.

Nominations will be judged by a

three-member national jury. The

recipient of the prize will be

announced during ATA’s 51st Annual

Conference in Denver, Colorado

(October 27-30, 2010).

Deadline: September 17, 2010.

Please send nominations to:
S. Edmund Berger Prize

American Foundation for Translation

and Interpretation, Inc.

Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President

c/o American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org

American Foundation for Translation and Interp retation
JTG Scholarship in Scientific and Technical Translation or Interp retation
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2010 Honors and Awards Continued 

Harvie Jordan Scholarship
The Harvie Jordan Scholarship was

established to promote, encourage, and

support leadership and professional

development of translators and inter-

preters within ATA’s Spanish Lan -

guage Division (SPD) and to honor

Harvie Jordan’s lifetime contributions

as a language professional.

Eligibility 
Limited to ATA Spanish Language

Division (SPD) members in good

standing with two or more years of

membership.

Selection Criteria
1. Demonstrated leadership skills and

career goals.

2. ATA Spanish Language Division

involvement and commitment to

service.

3. Special contributions to translation

and interpretation.

Please limit your response to each of

the selection criteria above to 100

words or less.

Deadline: September 17, 2010.

Award 
Paid registration to ATA’s 51st

Annual Conference in Denver,

Colorado (October 27-30, 2010) or to

the SPD Mid-Year Conference, as

desired.

Applications
Applications will be numbered, de-

identified, and distributed to the

Scholarship Selection Committee.

The Selection Committee will consist

of members of ATA’s Spanish

Language Division.

All selections are final. The

number of scholarships available will

depend on the funds available.

Scholarship winners will be asked to

contribute an article to Intercambios,

the SPD newsletter, reporting on the

conference or a session they attended.

Please send nominations to:
Harvie Jordan Scholarship 

American Foundation for Translation

and Interpretation, Inc.

Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President

c/o American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org

Alicia Gordon Award for Word Artistry in Translation

ATA invites nominations for the

2010 Alicia Gordon Award for Word

Artistry in Translation. This award

has been established in memory of

Alicia Gordon, known for creating

imaginative solutions to knotty trans-

lation problems based on rigorous

research. The award was established

by Alicia’s sister, Dr. Jane Gordon,

and award funds are administered by

the American Foundation for

Translation and Interpretation (AFTI).

Eligibility
The award is open to ATA mem-

bers in good standing. Passages may

be submitted by the translators them-

selves or by others on their behalf.

The translation that, in the opinion of

the judges, demonstrates the highest

level of artistry in translation will

receive the award.

Submission Guidelines
1. Translations of up to 750 words

between (to or from) English and

Spanish or French in any subject

matter field will be considered.

2. The translation and the source text

must be submitted electronically by

June 4, 2010 to ata@atanet.org.

3. Only one submission per applicant

will be accepted. Submission of

more than one translation will result

in disqualification of the applicant.

4. The translation must have been done

by an individual (no group efforts).

5. If the translation was done as a

work for hire, the party that con-

tracted for the translation must

consent in writing to its submis-

sion for the award.

6. Former award recipients are

excluded from subsequent cycles.

7. The decision of the judges is final.

8. Applicants will be notified of the

judges’ decision with respect to their

submission. Notification will be by

electronic or other means as deter-

mined by the committee of judges.

9. By submitting a translation for con-

sideration, the applicant expressly

agrees to comply with these guide-

lines.

10. The award will be announced at

ATA’s 51st Annual Conference in

Denver, Colorado (October 27-30,

2010).

Deadline: June 4, 2010. (Candidates

are encouraged to submit nomina-

tions early.)

Award
$250 and a certificate of recognition

Please send nominations to:
Alicia Gordon Award for Word

Artistry in Translation

American Foundation for Translation

and Interpretation, Inc.

Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President

c/o American Translators Association

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: +1-703-683-6100

Fax: +1-703-683-6122

Email: ata@atanet.org



Program Highlights
• Limits ranging from $250,000 to $1,000,000 annual aggregate (higher limits may be available)
• Affordable Premium: Minimum annual premiums starting from $275 
• Loss free credits available
• Experienced claim counsel and risk management services
• Easy online application and payment process

Coverage Highlights
• Professional services broadly defined. 
• Coverage for bodily injury and/or property. 
• Coverage for work performed by subcontractors. 
• Coverage is included for numerical errors or mistranslation of weights and measures 

for no additional charge. 

ATA Professional Liability Insurance Program

Join the program that

offers comprehensive 

coverage designed

specifically for the

translation/

interpreting 

industry!

Administered by Hays Affinity Solutions

To apply, visit http://ata.haysaffinity.com or call (866) 310-4297 
Immediate, no-obligation automated quotes furnished to most applicants!
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When your clients need 
telephone interpreting help, 

ITW is here to help you. 

 
ITW Interpreting Services 
Toll Free: 877.489.7378 

www.itwservices.com 

Transmitter/Receivers
Weekly or Monthly
Landmark Audio Technologies
Call 888-677-4387

Interpretation Equipment Rental

501-I So. Reino Rd., #358, Newbury Park, CA 91320
Tel.: (818) 991-1277  •  Fax: (805) 498-9955

Comprehensive Arabic 

Solutions
• Translation & Localization
 (Technical, medical, software & more)
• Translation Memory Tools
 (Trados, Déjàvu) 
• PC & Mac DTP

E-mail: translation@comnetint.com • www.translationstogo.com

To Advertise call
Matt Hicks today at 

215-321-9662, ext. 19

To Advertise call
Matt Hicks

today at 
215-321-9662, ext. 19

The best professional
technical translations,
especially for Euro, African
and Brazilian Portuguese.
Quality, reliability, speed. Let us
help you optimize your project.

www.cybertecusa.com
800.769.7891

Fax  908.245.5434
mail@cybertecusa.com

ATA’s Directory of Language Services

www.atanet.org

Increase your

company’s  

visibility by

placing  an

ad in The ATA
Chronicle. 

Contact: 
Jeanene Harris
Jeanene@atanet.org

Spot
Today

your own
Reserve 

Phone:

+1-703-683-6100

Fax: 

+1-703-683-6122

2010 Event Calendar
www.atanet.org/calendar

ATA Spanish Language Division 
6th Mid-Year Conference

March 4 - 6, 2010
San Diego, California

www.ata-divisions.org/SPD/2010/flier.pdf

Translation: Getting it Right is an ATA client

education booklet available in print and online.

ATA members can order up to 100 copies at no

cost. To download a PDF copy of this booklet, 

visit www.atanet.org.

Translation: Getting it Right

“By applying even half the tips

in this guide, you will improve

your chances of getting a 

translation that works.”
american 

translators 
association

A guide to buying translations

Translationgetting it right

Interpreting Equipment Rental
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Upcoming Events
March 18 - 20, 2010
California Healthcare Interpreting
Association
Annual Conference
Costa Mesa, California
http://chiaonline.org

March 20, 2010
Carolina Association of Translators and
Interpreters
Annual Conference
Charlotte, North Carolina
www.catiweb.org

April 22-24, 2010
American Translation & Interpreting
Studies Association (ATISA)
“ The Sociological Turn in Translation
and Interpreting Studies”  
New York City, NY
www.atisa.org

May 14-16, 2010
National Association of Judiciary
Interpreters and Translators
31st Annual Conference
Orlando, Florida
www.najit.org

June 16-20, 2010
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
RID Region V Conference
Salt Lake City, Utah 2010
www.utrid.org/regionv/index.cfm

September 3-5, 2010
International Medical Interpreters
Association
Annual Conference
www.imiaweb.org

September 10-13, 2010
Tennessee Association of Professional
Interpreters and Translators
Annual Conference
Nashville, Tennessee
www.tapit.org

September 25, 2010
Upper Midwest Translators and
Interpreters Association
Annual Conference
conference@umtia.org
www.umtia.org

October 20 - 24, 2010
American Literary Translators
Association
Annual Conference
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
www.utdallas.edu/alta

October 27-30, 2010
ATA 51st Annual Conference
Denver, Colorado
www.atanet.org

www.atanet.org/calendar/
Visit the ATA Calendar Online 

for a more comprehensive look at upcoming events.

Julie P. Burns
Santa Rosa, CA

Tom Ellett
Fonthill, Canada

Franco Gamero 
Royal Oak, MI

Alethea Hanna 
Oakland, CA

Rashid S. Hasan 
Dwarka, New Delhi, India

Rachel S. Park 
New York, NY  

Laura A. Wideburg
Seattle, WA

Active and Corresponding Membership Review 
Congratulations! The Active Membership Review Committee is pleased to grant active or corresponding status to:





Understanding the world and its many languages is what helps NSA solve the Nation’s most  
difficult challenges. 

As a Language Analyst with NSA, your language proficiency and the understanding of nuance,  
context, cultural overtones, and dialect will have a global impact in providing the fullest and  
most accurate intelligence to U.S. policymakers, military commanders, and Intelligence  
Community members. 

If you’re ready for the responsibility, join NSA, and secure tomorrow today.

NSA has a critical need for individuals with the following language capabilities:

D O  Y O U  S P E A K  T H E  L A N G U A G E  W E  N E E D  T H E  M O S T ?

N A T I O N A L  S E C U R I T Y  A G E N C Y NSAN A T I O N A L  S E C U R I T Y  A G E N C Y NSA

U.S. citizenship is required. NSA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All applicants for employment are 
considered without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, disability, 
sexual orientation, or status as a parent.

For a complete list of languages or to apply online, visit our Web site.

www.NSA .gov/Careers
W H E R E  I N T E L L I G E N C E  G O E S  T O  W O R K ®

A r a b i c

C h i n e s e

D a r i

>

>

>

F a r s i

P a s h t u 

R u s s i a n

>

>

>

S u b - S a h a r a n  A f r i c a n

T u r k i s h 

U r d u

>

>

>

Visit NSA at the Intelligence 

Community Virtual Career Fair.

Register at ICVirtualFair.com.




